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Abstract

Machine learning classifiers are increasingly applied in every aspect of our society;

medical diagnosis, loan granting, insurance and marketing are only examples. The

point is that in high risk tasks accuracy cannot be considered anymore as the only

important metric. Since the application of classification models can potentially nega-

tively affect people lives, users want to understand how the model works or at least to

understand why a particular prediction was made. Only if users are able to compre-

hend the reasons behind a prediction, they can choose if trust it or not, based on their

prior domain knowledge. The problem is that most of the machine learning models

adopted are increasingly accurate but at the same time they are seen as black boxes.

For this reason, users have often to chose between more accurate but less interpretable

models or more interpretable but less performing ones. This is not the best solution

and so many algorithms have been developed for improving the comprehensibility

of non-interpretable models. In this thesis, some of the already existing approaches

are illustrated, focusing on their advantages and limitations. These methods can be

categorized into two main groups: model-dependent approaches and model-agnostic

ones. While the former ones are developed for making more understandable only

particular models, the latter are instead applicable to any classifier.

We propose a new model-agnostic explanation method for explaining the individ-

ual prediction of any classifier. Inspiring for our work is the solution proposed by the

authors Kononenko et al. and our method overcome the exponential time complexity

of this solution. The explanation of a prediction is provided in form of contributions

of features’ values that shows what are the values that influence the most the predic-

tion. The idea is to compute the contribution of features’ values deleting one or more

attributes’ values at the time and seeing how the prediction changes: the greater is

the change, the more this or those attributes are important for the prediction. Our

idea, for overcoming the problem of the computation of the features’ values power set

is to use a local interpretable model. The local model is learned in the locality of the

prediction that we want to explain and it has to mimic the behavior of the complex

model. The local model, being interpretable, is able to highlight what are the subset

of features’ values that are relevant for a particular prediction made by a particular

model. In this way, only the important subsets are considered for computing the

contribution of features’ values, instead of all the power set. In addiction, considering

a local zone instead of the entire model makes the method extensible also to Big Data

applications, where a global model is difficult to obtain.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Machine learning algorithms are increasingly applied in every aspect of our society as

in medicine [21], finance and insurance. In these high risk applications, understanding

how the model works or at least understanding why a particular decision is made is

becoming increasingly important since this could potentially affects people’s lives

[21, 64]. Users cannot act based only on models outputs but they take an action

according to a prediction made by a model only if they can comprehend it and if

they trust it. Trust is a term strictly linked to the concept of interpretability: only

if users are able to comprehend the internal working of the model or the reasons

behind a particular prediction they can compare it with their prior knowledge of

the problem and, if it is consistent with it, they can act on that basis [88]. In real

world cases, since the models’ application have a great impact, trusting a prediction

is often considered more relevant that the prediction accuracy of the model itself.

Often less accurate but more interpretable models are preferred to the performing

yet hardly understandable ones [21]. Trust is not the only concepts strictly linked

to interpretability. Understanding a model, but also single predictions, allows users

to have insights on how the model works and so also on its problems. Only if the

relationships between inputs and model’s predictions are highlighted, domain experts

can inspected them and potentially find wrong associations. The point is that the

recognition of the model’s issues could potentially allow to convert an unreliable model

into a trustworthy one [88]. If the model’s problems are known, domain experts can

investigate and potentially solve them. Improving interpretability of machine learning

models is therefore particularly important for the models’ debugging. In addiction,

the demand for more interpretability derives also from the demand for fairness [64].

The deployment of machine learning models in critical areas can potentially have a
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negative impact on people’s lives. Ethical concerns on the access and on the use of

sensitive information arises [41]. Models’ decisions may reflect the discrimination and

unfairness that exist in our society, since they depend on data that has been collected

from it [41]. Only if experts are able to understand why a particular prediction is

made, they can investigate if it is based on discriminatory or sensitive aspects and

identify appropriate solutions.

The aim of this thesis is to address the problem of improving interpretability of

classification algorithms and to propose a novel explanation method for explaining

individual predictions of any classification models.

The study, after having illustrated the importance of interpretability, firstly ex-

plores what are the existing methods for improving interpretability of classification

algorithms, highlighting advantages and limitations. In particular, these approaches

will be described focusing on the distinction between model-dependent and model-

agnostic solutions. We then propose a new method for explaining single predictions

of any classifier. Our solution is model-agnostic [88], applicable for explaining the

decision of any classifier without making any assumptions about the characteristics

of the model whose prediction we want to explain. Our approach can be seen as

an extension of the solution proposed by the author Kononenko et al.: the method

we propose is able to overcome its exponential time complexity [108]. This is done

learning a local model on the locality of the instance that we want to explain that

highlights what are the relevant attributes for that particular prediction. The pre-

diction’s explanation indicates, for each attribute’s value, what is its contribution to

the prediction, with respect to a particular target class.

The thesis is organized as follow. The Chapter 2 is focused on the illustration of

the importance of interpretability also through real-case examples. The problem of

its definition and of how to measure it is then addressed. The Chapter 3 is divided

in two parts. In the first, the so called interpretable classification models are briefly

described, focusing on what forms of interpretability they are able to provide. In the

second section instead, model-dependent solution for improving the interpretability

of hardly interpretable models are described. These approaches are applicable only

to the particular model for which they were implemented. In the Chapter 4 instead,

model-agnostic solutions are presented. In particular, the first part of the section

focuses on model-agnostic methods for explaining how an entire model works while

the second on methods for explaining single predictions. In the Chapter 5, our novel

approach for explaining the predictions of any classifier in a model-agnostic way is
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formally described. In Chapter 6, experimental designs and results are reported, based

on artificial and real data sets. Finally, Chapter 7 draws conclusion and illustrates

future works.
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Chapter 2

Interpretability

The aim of this chapter is to provide a complete description of the interpretability

concept in machine learning. The first section is focused on the importance that

interpretability is increasingly assuming and this also serves as an assertion of why

interpretability is the subject of this thesis. In the second section, the term inter-

pretability is defined, focusing in particular on the problem of proposing an accepted

definition and on the illustration of concepts that are strictly related to this term.

Finally, the third section illustrates what are the possible ways for measuring the

interpretability and advantages and limitations of the possible estimation approaches

are highlighted.

2.1 The importance of interpretability

More and more data are collected and made available to be mined. These het-

erogeneous and high-dimensional data led to the development of machine learning

algorithms always more accurate. Models are built to solve increasingly complex

problems and they show excellent behaviours in terms of performance and accuracy.

For these reasons, machine learning algorithms are nowadays applied in every field,

from medicine, insurance, finance to the law one. They are applied in high risk task

and particularly for support humans in decision-making. In these application, it is

important not only to obtain accurate results: users want also to understand why the

model has made a particular decision [21, 88]. The more a decision could affect sig-

nificantly people’s lives, the more important it is to comprehend what are the factors

that lead to that particular decision. This is particularly true for medical diagnosis:

doctors cannot simply act based on models’ predictions, they have firstly to trust
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them. For trusting them, doctors have firstly to understand why these decisions were

made and compare these reasons with their prior domain knowledge [88]. In high risk

applications, interpretability is considered more important than the accuracy metric

[21]. The point is that, as Ribeiro et al. note, “if the users do not trust a model

or a prediction, they will not use it” [88]. Interpretability so is strictly linked to

the concept of trust: only if users are able to interpret a model or a decision, they

can analyze how the model works or at least what are the important factors for the

decision and so then see if this is consistent with their prior domain knowledge or

not. The relevant aspects highlighted by the model not only allow a more reasoned

choice if trusting or not a decision, but also to discover new knowledge and debug the

model, if wrong associations have been highlighted [64]. Discovery new information is

one of the goal of the KDD but the discovered knowledge must be comprehensible in

order to be used [39]. When the patterns discovered by the model are not consistent

with experts’ domain knowledge, they can inspect them and may find that the model

has some issues. In this case, the understanding of what are the problems allows

experts to try to fix them and to support debugging phase [88]. Comprehending a

model or a prediction allows also to understand if decisions are based on potential

discriminatory aspects [37, 41]. Interpretability is strictly connected to fairness and

ethics. Since machine learning algorithms are nowadays applied in every aspect of

society, unfair models could greatly affects people’s lives, negatively influencing their

equal participation to the community [60, 64].

In the next two sub-sections, two real examples of the importance of interpretabil-

ity are presented. The first is a real case study for predicting the pneumonia risk;

it shows how understanding a model is relevant particularly because linked with the

trust and the debugging concepts [21]. The second illustrates that interpretability is

demanded not only by machine learning experts and users but also by institutions

[76].

2.1.1 Case study: pneumonia risk

This case study can show the importance of interpretability and of criteria connected

to it. In particular, it shows an example of why, in high risk applications, interpretable

but less accurate models are preferred to more accurate but opaque ones.

Cost-Effective HealthCare in mid 90’s funded a project in order to predict pneu-

monia risk, using machine learning. The goal was to estimate the POD, probability

of death of patients with pneumonia. High risk patients will be treated in hospital
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while the others as outpatients. In this way the ones with an higher POD could be

treated with all the attention they need but in this way it is also possible for the

hospital to reduce health care cost.

The studies [25, 26] show that the most accurate results were achieved using a

multitask neural network, with an Area Under the Curve (AUC) of 0.86. What is

important to notice is that the medical experts decided to discard the neural network

model and to use the logistic regression one, even if it had a worse accuracy. Logistic

regression model showed in fact a strange correlation between asthma and POD. The

same correlation was also found in [5] using a rule based approach. The unusual rule

was:

“hasAsthma(x ) → LowerRisk(x )”

which is that if a patient x has asthma, he has lower risk of dying. The medical

staff, following this rule, should not admit to the hospital this patient and should treat

him as an outpatient. This rule seems very counterintuitive because patients affected

by asthma are usually considered more weaker and treated with more care. As the

authors Caruana et al. reveal, this more carefulness is the cause of this correlation and

the trained model simply had learned and identified it. Patients with asthma usually

in fact were directly admitted to the Intensive Care Unit and receive an aggressive

care [21].

This example can so show how applying directly a decision support system in an

high risk real application is extremely dangerous: if doctors had followed the model,

the patients with asthma would be not hospitalized and the consequences of this

choice for them would be fatal. It was so preferred to use in the practise less accurate

but intelligible models. In fact even if neural networks show better results in term of

accuracy they are black boxes, and they do not offer any satisfactory explanation of

their behaviour. If the simpler models had learned that having asthma led to a less

risk of dying in case of pneumonia, it is very likely that even neural networks would

have learned it. Being more accurate, it is possible that the neural nets had learned

also other strange correlations that could put in danger the life of patients and these,

being hidden, could not be fixet [21].

Interpretability is deeply linked to trust, fundamental in the case of taking some

actions based on a prediction [88]. If the final users do not trust a model or a

prediction, they will not adopt it as a support for decision making.

At the same time understanding the reasons why a model can not be trusted gives

the possibility to fix it. In the example shown, an unsound correlation between asthma
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and probability is found when using intelligible models. Experts in the domain model,

in this case medical ones, can so reason on the origin of this association. Interpretable

models or predictions can provide a sort of window into the data and researchers and

v experts have the possibility to investigate and analyze them [21]. In some cases,

this reasoning can led to the discovery of new pattern and knowledge, in others,

as in this case, to the detection of spurious correlations. A spurious correlation,

citing the definition proposed by Vogt, is “a situation in which measures of two or

more variables are statistically related [...] but are not in fact causally linked-usually

because the statistical relation is caused by a third variable” [106]. Once this not

correct behaviour of the model is detected is possible to repair the model. The demand

for interpretability also arises for debugging purposes. The correction of the model is

possible only when problems are enlightened. The critical rules can be removed in a

rule-based model, the weights of features belonging to a spurious correlation can be

correct in a logistic regression model. The correction itself is obviously possible also

in the case of non interpretable models: a neural network can be re-trained without

the features with problems or, in this pneumonia case, modified in order to invert

the priority for the patients affected by asthma [21]. The problem for the asthma

can be solved but other problems that the neural network can have, due to its lack

of interpretability, are not known and so they cannot be fixed.

Another aspect that Lipton emphasizes as a desiderata of interpretability is causal-

ity [64]. Through the use of supervised learning models researchers have the desire

to discover new patterns, properties and hopefully to generate new hypothesis about

the world. But correlation does not imply causation [79]. The association can exist

for other causes not observed but that are actually responsible of it. An example

is given in the case of study presented. The lower risk of dying of pneumonia in a

patient affected by asthma is due to the special treatment that he received, not to

its illness itself. The causality of lower risk is imputable to the direct hospitalization

to the Intensive Care Unit, not to the asthma. Only using an intelligible model it is

possible to discover associations, to reason about them and investigate on the origin

of them [21].

2.1.2 “Right to explanation”

The European Union Parliament in April 2016 has approved the General Data Pro-

tection Regulation, GDPR, a set of regulations for ensuring personal data protection.

It concerns the collection, storage and use of personal data, defined in Article 4 as
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“any information relating to an identifies or identifiable natural person” [76]. It will

replace, in April 2018, date of its effectiveness, the Data Protection Directive, DPD,

of the 1995. The GDPR has been described as a “Copernican revolution” for its

attempt to “increase protection of fundamental rights”, for its strong willingness to

be effective and efficient form a legal point of view [57]. While the Data Protection

Directive is a directive and so it has to “be binding, as to the result to be achieved,

upon each Member State to which it is addressed, but shall leave to the national au-

thorities the choice of form and methods”, the General Data Protection Regulation

is regulation “shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member

States” [77]. The other important improvement of this direction is that it has effect

not only in the European states but it is applicable to any companies that dispose of

EU residents’ personal data [41].

The GDPR will have a great impact on the use of machine learning algorithms.

This regulation determines how data should be managed, the “right to be informed”

of the persons whose data are processed [110], the “right to explanation” [41] and

focuses on ethical decision-making.

Articles 13-15 concern the right of the data subjects to be informed of the data

collected, “the period for which the personal data will be stored, or if that is not

possible, the criteria used to determine that period”, “where the processing is based

on point (f) of Article 6(1), the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or by

a third party” and the purposes [76]. While for some researchers these articles are

intended more as a “right to be informed” [110], for Goodman and Flaxman the

GDPR will legally mandate a “right to explanation” [41] .

Article 15 paragraph 1, reported in figure 2.1.2, not only remarks that a data subject

has the right to be informed of different aspects related to its data but also in case of

“automated decision-making, including profiling,” to receive “meaningful information

about the logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged consequences

of such processing”. This last statement arises a question: what is it intended for

information about the logic involved? For Wachter et al. from a legal point of

view it can be seen as an ex ante explanation or as an ex post [110]. An ex ante

explanation is an explanation that is provided before the actual use of personal data

for the automated decision processing and refers to the system functionality, not to

the decisions made. The ex post explanation can instead refer also to how decisions

are made.

In both cases this is an hard task to be achieved: most of the machine learning
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Article 15
Right of access by the data subject

1. The data subject shall have the right to obtain from the controller confirmation
as to whether or not personal data concerning him or her are being processed,
and, where that is the case, access to the personal data and the following infor-
mation:

(a) the purposes of the processing;

(b) the categories of personal data concerned;

(c) the recipients or categories of recipient to whom the personal data have
been or will be disclosed, in particular recipients in third countries or
international organisations

(d) where possible, the envisaged period for which the personal data will be
stored, or, if not possible, the criteria used to determine that period;

(e) the existence of the right to request from the controller rectification or
erasure of personal data or restriction of processing of personal data con-
cerning the data subject or to object to such processing;

(f) the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority;

(g) where the personal data are not collected from the data subject, any avail-
able information as to their source;

(h) the existence of automated decision-making, including profiling, referred to
in Article 22(1) and (4) and, at least in those cases, meaningful information
about the logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged
consequences of such processing for the data subject.

Figure 2.1: Paragraph 1 of Article 15. Excerpt from the General Data Protection
Regulation [76].

algorithms lack in terms of interpretability. They are not able to provide neither

information on how they work neither how the decision is taken. It is for this reason

necessary for researches to work on the direction of providing a rigorous and unified

definition of interpretability and new algorithms for interpretable machine learning.

On the other hand, as Wachter et al. suggest, there are some improvement on the

GDPR that can be made [110]. In particular they suggest to clarify Article 15(1)h

and what “existence of”, “meaningful information”, “logic involved”, “significance”,

and “envisaged consequences” mean. This is important to be clarified from a machine

learning point of view: proving an explanation on how the system works is different,
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and often more hard [88], than providing a clarification on how a single decision is

taken.

The GDPR raises another concern regarding discriminating machine learning

models. The right to non-discrimination is one of the founding principles on which the

European Union was built [41], clarified in Article 21 of the Charter of Fundamental

Rights of the European Union. This principle is underlined also in the GDPR. Para-

graph 71 of the recital, where the intentions of the regulation are clarified, reported

in figure 2.1.2, obliges data controller to implement measures that “prevents, inter

alia, discriminatory effects” on the basis of sensitive data [76].

In order to ensure fair and transparent processing in respect of the data subject, tak-

ing into account the specific circumstances and context in which the personal data

are processed, the controller should use appropriate mathematical or statistical proce-

dures for the profiling, implement technical and organisational measures appropriate

to ensure, in particular, that factors which result in inaccuracies in personal data are

corrected and the risk of errors is minimized, secure personal data in a manner that

takes account of the potential risks involved for the interests and rights of the data

subject and that prevents, inter alia, discriminatory effects on natural persons on

the basis of racial or ethnic origin, political opinion, religion or beliefs, trade union

membership, genetic or health status or sexual orientation, or that result in measures

having such an effect. Automated decision-making and profiling based on special

categories of personal data should be allowed only under specific conditions.

Figure 2.2: Excerpt from the General Data Protection Regulation, Recital 71 [italics

added] [76]

Profiling and decision-support algorithms are applied in every field and so also

in public goods as public health, fair employment, safety and finance. It is respon-

sibility of government to supervise and legislate in order to guarantee the right of

non-discrimination.

Different issues arise. First, machine learning profiling is intrinsically discriminatory

[41]. The aim of profiling is to categorize, to identify some common behaviours of

a group that are different from behaviours of other groups; different decisions are

then taken based on the characteristic of the group. The problem is that machine

learning algorithms are based on data collected from our society. As Barocas and
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Selbst argue, the data are intrinsically discriminatory because data reflect the society

[10]. The society itself is unfair, unequal and consequently also data and machine

learning based on them [78]. The demands for fairness lead to the demand of more

interpretable models [64]. Only having more insights on how a certain prediction is

made can help to understand what kind of unfairness is present on the model itself.

The GDPR regulates on profiling, in particular the processing of sensitive data, i.e.

personal data revealing racial origins, religious beliefs, sexual orientation and so on.

The authors Goofman and Flaxman suggest that there are two possible interpreta-

tions, a minimal and a maximal one [41].

In the minimal interpretation there are restrictions and actions to be made only if

the algorithms use explicitly sensitive data. For example, an action for removing

discrimination could be to delete those variable that are considered sensitive. The

problem is that this solution is absolutely non effective. The sensitive variables can

be correlated with other variables. For example, Calders and Verwer showed that

the postal code may be highly correlated with ethnicity [18]. Deleting the ethnicity

variable is useless in this case because postal code remains an excellent predictor for

this attribute.

In the maximal interpretation also the correlate variables should not be considered.

However, datasets are increasingly larger and complex and the detection of correla-

tion is a difficult task and in some cases impractical [41]. On the other hand, with the

elimination of variables correlated to the sensible ones also useful information will be

deleted. The resultant model would be presumably ineffective.

It is clear that many questions and problems concerning fairness of machine learning

algorithms are still to be resolved. Only with comprehensible explanations of how

automated decisions are made it is possible to reason and work on the granting of the

right to non-discrimination [41].

2.2 What is interpretability?

The demand for interpretability comes from the implications that the applications of

algorithms have in every aspect of human life. In the previous section the reasons

of the importance of interpretability in machine learning have been enlightened and

some real examples have been presented. At this point it is thus important to under-

stand what it is really intended with the term interpretability.

Answering to the question of “what is interpretability?” is an hard task. Several
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authors have tried, but there is still not a definite answer [37, 64, 14]. The problem

is that interpretability is an ambiguous term and it comprises many others.

To interpret means “to clarify or explain the meaning of; elucidate”, “to construe the

significance or intention of” [32], “make understandable”, “to translate”, “to have or

show one’s own understanding of the meaning of; construe”[33]. “To interpret” so

has different shadows but they are all related to the concept of explaining in under-

standable terms. An accepted definition of interpretability in the machine learning

community is instead more arduous to be find. Finale and Been assert that a possi-

ble one could be “the ability to explain or to present in understandable terms to a

human” [37]. The term is so linked to the human beings, to their capacity of compre-

hend. But what does it mean “to explain”? There are still open questions on what an

explanation is, how explanations are generated, when an explanation is better than

another [66].

Before trying to deal with these open problems, it is important to illustrate firstly

the several terms that are used to refer to “interpretability”. The authors Bibal

and Frènay proposed a structure where all the synonyms and related terms of inter-

pretability are presented, reported in figure 2.3 [14]. On the first level, there are the

interchangeable terms for interpretability, on the second level the terms that rely on

it.

Figure 2.3: A ↔ B means that the two terms are equivalent, while A → B means
that A is linked to B. [14]

Different authors use the term comprehensibility [7, 69, 52]. In the study of the

author Askira-Gelman, emphasis is given to the importance of comprehensibility as a

way to produce knowledge [7]. The discovery of new information can arise only when

the pattern identified by machine learning algorithms are comprehensible. The other

term used is understandability [74]. An interpretable model is a model that can be

understood, in a reasonable amount of time [14]. It is an open question the quan-
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tification of “the reasonable amount of time”. The point is that any model could be

understood if the amount of time is infinite [14]. Other authors use the term “mental

fit” [36, 112]. Feng and Michie proposed this term in contraposition to the term “data

fit” [36]. While “data fit” can be seen as a synonym of accuracy or consistency [45],

“mental fit” relates to the ability for a human to grasp the model. In particular for

Feng and Michie classifiers should provide concepts that are meaningful to humans

and “evaluable directly in mind” [36]. Characteristics of “mental fit” should be cov-

erage, explainability and simplicity [103]. The importance of the explanation is also

underline by Ustun and Rudin [101]. According to the authors, a model in order to

be understandable should be explanatory, i.e. the relation between attributes and

outcomes should be presented in an informative, meaningful and transparent way.

Another term is commonly used but not present in the summarizing figure proposed

by Bibal and Frènay [14] is intelligibility [21, 67]. The word is strictly related to the

human capability of understanding: a model is intelligible if it is interpretable by

humans [21]. All these terms are used as synonyms of interpretability, even if each

one has its own shadow.

As Lipton notes, “interpretability is not a monolithic concept”, it encloses different

meanings. In addiction several terms are strictly connected with interpretability,

even if each one represents a distinct idea. These concepts can be called desiderata

[64, 37]: they are objectives of real-world applications. The intention is the optimiza-

tion of these desiderata and authors argue that this is possible only through more

interpretability.

In figure 2.4 these different terms linked with the concept of interpretability are

displayed. Some of these concepts have already been introduced in the previous

section for their importance in high risk applications and also because they are some

of the reasons for the emerging demand of more interpretability. In the following part

of this section a description of these desiderata is presented.

Trust: different researches argue that interpretability is one prerequisite for trust

[88, 82]. Machine learning classifiers are increasingly applied but the choice of which

classifier to utilize respect to one other strictly depends on the trust the humans

place on it . “If the user do not trust a model or a prediction, they will not use it”

[88]. This is particularly true for decision-making support in high risk applications

as medical diagnosis, terrorism detection and finance. An example as been shown in

the previous section: medical experts did not trust more accurate models as neural

networks and they preferred more interpretable but less accurate one. The problem
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Figure 2.4: Concepts related to interpretability

in this case was that medical professionals were not able too understand how these

complex models worked and how the decisions were made [21]. In order to trust

models or a predictions they have to be interpretable.

In particular Ribeiro et al. propose two different definitions of trust: to trust a

model and to trust a prediction [88]. Trusting a model means understanding how

the complete model works and to apply it only if its behavior is reasonable in the

domain of application. Trust a model is the confidence that the model will perform

well in real scenarios [88]. Lipton highlights that this definition arise some questions

[64]. When the behavior of the model is reasonable? It is simply confidence that

a model will perform well? The problem is that accuracy is not a good indicator

of a correct behavior [21]. Another definition of trusting a model is presented by

Lipton [64]. A model can be trusted if it behaves like humans would do. So it is not

strictly required to have models that outperform humans but they should reflect the

behavior of humans. In particular the model can be considered trustworthy if it is

accurate when humans are accurate and if it tends to make mistakes when humans

make mistakes [64].

Trusting a prediction instead is the confidence in the individual prediction. In

particular a user trusts a prediction if it is confident enough in it to take decisions

based on it [88]. Trusting a single prediction is easier than trusting the entire model.
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The reasons can be found on how human beings are [64]. Humans are capable of

describing why they have taken particular decisions or actions, while the complete

description of how their brain works is too complex to be given. This aspect is espe-

cially true when dealing with complex models. It is very difficult to catch on a single

time the entire working mechanisms of a model. It is instead easier to understand

why single predictions are made [64, 88]. The understanding of a prediction has not

to be considered as less meaningful than the understanding of the the entire model.

Trusting a prediction is what matter in decision-making. In addiction, explanations

of single predictions can give insights in the comprehension of the entire model [88].

Through examples of how the model behaves we can decide if trusting the entire

model or not [64]. Providing intelligible and clear explanations of single predictions

is for these reasons important and new research has been done in this direction [90, 88].

Causality: through the application of machine learning algorithms, researches

have the hope of finding new knowledge. Researches investigate patterns and cor-

relations identified by models in order to generate hypotheses on the real world

[64]. As already pointed in section 2.2, correlation does not mean causality. Cor-

relation can be spurious and coming from unobserved variables that are actually

responsible for the interrelation. On the other hand the ambition of finding true

causality remains. Moreover, even in case of spurious correlation it is possible to

actually find the cause of the relationship between the variables. As the example

presented in section 2.1.1, the counterintuitive correlation between asthma and

lower risk of dying of pneumonia enlightened by intelligible models let medical

experts to investigate it [21]. The actual cause of this correlation was found in

the better treatment that asthmatic patients usually received. Causality so it is

strictly linked to interpretability: only through insights on model’s working process it

is possible to speculate on the patterns found and maybe find real causal relationships.

Knowledge: this term encloses different terms, even if they have different shad-

ows : scientific understanding [37], informativeness [64], interestingness [14]. The

human’s goal is to acquire new knowledge. This is also the purpose of data mining:

mining large amounts of data for extracting patterns and knowledge. The term

“Knowledge discovery” was coined by Gregory Piatetsky-Shapiro and it has been

defined as “the nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially

useful information from data” [39]. A pattern becomes discovered knowledge if it has

two characteristics: it is “interesting (according to a user-imposed interest measure)”
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and “certain enough (again according to the users criteria)” [39]. The point is that

the discovered patterns must be comprehensible. Only if the results achieved my

machine learning algorithms are presented in an understandable way can be studied

and investigated. If instead a model is a black boxes, as neural networks, support

vector machines are, it is not possible to comprehend the actual working of the

model neither why a single decision was taken. Seeing the importance of gaining

new knowledge, research interest should be in the direction of implementing new

interpretable and at the same time accurate algorithms but also finding ways to

extract symbolic and comprehensible representations from black box models.

For some authors, as Lipton, supervised models should also provide information as

support in decision-making applications and this is referred with the term informa-

tiveness [64]. The information represent a sort of argument of the taken decisions.

The information can be a justification of the decision, enlightening the inner working

of the model, or can be provided in form of examples. In particular in medical

diagnosis, doctors use precedent studied cases to make decisions. If supervised

models provide examples of why the decision is taken, that can be used by medical

experts. They can confront the provided information with their precedent knowledge

and decide if the prediction can be trusted or not [64].

Fairness: as already discussed in section 2.1.2, fairness and interpretability are

connected: the demand for fairness lead to the demand for more interpretability

[64]. The requirement of fairness in machine learning derives from the increasingly

application of machine learning algorithms in public goods, such as public health,

finance and job opportunities [41, 60, 64]. These algorithms have a great impact

on human life. Their decisions control loans’ granting [117], hospital access [21],

news provisioning [38]. For their influence in common good and in the society,

these algorithms have been referred as social good algorithms [60]. The potential

negative consequences of their use are increasingly studied [10, 31, 60]. The major

concerns regard discrimination, social exclusion and privacy violation [60]. Private

information can be accurately predicted computationally: from Facebook profiles

and “Likes” and survey information it is possible to predict sensible data as sexual

orientation, political ideologies, ethnic origin and drug consumption [55]. Resolving

the discrimination and social exclusion presents in machine learning problems can

be a very hard task. As already discussed in section 2.1.2, discrimination may be

intrinsic in the model. The data are collected from the society and so data contain

the inequality and discrimination actually present in the society [10]. Consequently,
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the machine learning models build on these data are unfair as the society is. Only

through interpretable models is possible to have insights on results and investigate

on possible discriminatory decisions [41, 60].

Debugging: if a model do not perform correctly, in order to fix it, it is decisive

to understand why the model does not work. If the model is a black box, it is almost

impossible to understand its working process and why it makes a particular prediction.

As a consequence, it is also not possible to understand the causes of the incorrect

behaviour and so to try to fix it. As examined in section 2.1.1, interpretable models

instead give experts the possibility to comprehend why a decision was made and in

case of incorrect behaviour to improve the model [21]. As Ribeiro et al. illustrate,

explanations give insights on the model and this could be “helpful to convert an

untrustworthy model into a trustworthy on” [88]. Another proof of this can be shown

still through the pneumonia case study. The authors Caruana et al., applied the

generalize addictive models with pairwise interaction (GA2Ms) that are intelligible

but at the same time high-accurate, on the pneumonia data set [21]. As discussed

in section 2.1.1, the aim was to predict the risk of dying in patients affected by

pneumonia. In case of high risk, the patient was hospitalized, while if at low risk

the patient was treated as an outpatient. The GA2Ms model exposed two other

awkward correlations, shown in figure 2.5. Patients with chronic lung disease and

history of chest pain had have lower risk of dying. These occurrences were studied

and the explanation was found: as in patients affected by asthma, patients with lung

and chest pain received usually a more attentive treatment and for this reason they

were these correlations in the data set. Once this problematic was studied, it was

possible also to fix the model, for example eliminating or editing these variables. This

debugging was possible only because the model used was interpretable.

Now that the desiderata of interpretability research have been defined, there is

still to make a distinction between local and global interpretability [88]. Global

interpretability means to understand all the patterns present in the model. Local

interpretability instead imply only the comprehension of a single prediction [37]. It

is the understanding on “how the model behaves in the vicinity of the instance being

predicted”. Often the comprehension of the entire model is actually impossible due

to the complexity of the model and of the domain of application itself. In addition in

many cases the global understanding is unnecessary. In particular for what concerns
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Figure 2.5: x-axis: feature, y-axis: probability of death (POD). The features “chronic
lung disease” and “history of chest pain” are boolean and they assume value 1 in case
of presence of the disease or -1, if not. In case of presence, the risk of death is lower,
particularly for the “history of chest pain” term [21].

decision making support, it is sufficient to understand why the single decision was

made for trusting it or not [88].

2.3 Measuring Interpretability

In the previous section, possible definitions of interpretability have been presented.

At this point, it is important to discuss how interpretability can be measured. The

ambiguous nature of interpretability is reflected also in its measurement. In fact,

while for other machine learning metrics there are many precisely described and

shared metrics, for interpretability there is not a unified way on how quantify it. As

an example, for evaluating the performance of a supervised model different metrics

can be used: classification accuracy, confusion metrics, sensitivity and F-measure are

only some of them. The unsupervised learning evaluation is instead more complicated

because there is not a comparison, we cannot test the obtained result with respect to

“true one”. Despite these problems, different metrics as been propose as the Sum of

the Squared Error (SSE) [98], cohesion and separation and the silhouette coefficient

[98].

Interpretability is difficult to quantify, also for its subjective nature. As expressed

in section 2.2, something is interpretable if it is understandable for humans. The

point is that humans have different background, prior experience, education and

these differences reflect also on the different understanding of a model [49].

Before presenting possible interpretability measures, the target of the measure has to
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Figure 2.6: Adapted by [14] from [58]. In grey the authors have highlighted the
targets where interpretability is evaluated.

be clarified. The authors Bibal and Frnay suggest that the interpretability can be

measured with respect to models or to their representation, see figure 2.6 [14].

The intepretability of a whole model, for the authors, has to be measured quan-

titatively because models are analytical entities. This quantitive approach can be

called heuristic approach [91].

The interpretability of a representation is instead measured through user-based sur-

veys. Users evaluated model or predictions through their representation. An objec-

tion can be raised to the definition proposed by Bibal and Frénay of interpretability

measure of the model. Some classifiers, as decision trees and rule-based classifiers,

provide the representation of their internal working, through classification rules, trees

or decision tables. In this case also a qualitative measure is possible. The model rep-

resentations are shown to survey respondents and then, through an interview, it is

possible to evaluate the qualitative global comprehensibility of the model [80]. Not

all the classifiers are enough interpretable to provide a representation of their pro-

cessing. In these cases the evaluation is not of the model itself but of its behaviour

in particular cases. Lipton addresses this as post-hoc interpretability [64]. Post-hoc

means “formulated after the fact”, and so, in the machine learning domain, after the

training and the classification. With post-hoc interpretability the intention is not to

clarify how a model works but to explain why a single prediction was made [64]. Now

that these distinctions have been clarified, the problem of how to actually measure

the interpretability of models in a quantitative way and of their representation will

be described in the two following sections.

2.3.1 Heuristic approach

In the heuristic approach some heuristics are applied to measure model interpretabil-

ity in a quantitive way [14, 91]. Heuristics are “set of rules for solving problems other
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than by algorithm” [33]. Heuristic strategies are applied for the good results obtained

in past works: even if they are not the optimal method, they have enabled to achieve

the expected result. For what concern measuring interpretability, different heuristic

approaches can be used, they seem to work and at the moment they represent the

only way. In fact, due to the problematic nature of the term interpretability, an

algorithmic solution for its measure’s computation still not exist.

The most used heuristic is the size of the model [7, 91]. For example, for decision

trees the size is given by the number of nodes [34, 102], while for classification rules by

the number of rules itself. The size is usually used also for heuristically measuring the

complexity of a model [80]. It is frequently observed that interpretability is negatively

correlated with complexity [4]. There is in fact a trade-off between interpretability

and complexity: the more the model is complex, the less it is interpretable.

Some authors find justification of this heuristic in the limitations of human beings.

The cognitive psychologist George A. Miller asserted that humans have great lim-

itations on the amount of information their are able to process, imputable also to

the limits of their short-memory [71]. The author theorized that humans are able to

deal with seven, plus or minus two, abstract objects in their mind at the same time.

For Cowan instead the mental storage capacity is of four entities [29]. Despite the

disagreement of psychology experts, the common assumption is that human beings

are able to take into account only a very limited amount of information at once.

Humans cannot understand very complex problem in a single view.

This heuristic allows the comparison between models of the same type. It is also

possible for instance to compare trees with propositional if-then rules and vice versa

because they are logically equivalent and so it is possible to move from one form to

the other [24, 49, 104]. But on most of the cases the comparison between models of

different types is not possible. As an example, the number of nodes of a tree cannot

be compared to the depth of a neural network, or to its neurons’ number.

Moreover, other issues were highlighted by Freitas [40]. The author doubts the

assumption that the smaller is the model, the more it is considered interpretable

and so that, for this reason, with more propensity it will be used. In many cases,

too simple models are rejected. Simple models are considered too elementary and

so not able to catch the complexity of the problems they are suppose to solve. This

is particularly true for medical applications, where trusting model’s prediction is

required. An example of this assertion was described by Elomaa [35]. Working

on a data set of patients affected by Nephropathia epidemica, researches trained

a tree classifiers and they obtained a 1-level tree. The only discriminate attribute
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was “fever”. Obviously this model is too simple and doctors cannot accept and

use it. This case illustrates that not always at a small size corresponds a greater

comprehensibility of the problem. For Elomaa “humans by nature are mentally

opposed to too simplistic representations of complex relations” [35].

Sometimes complex models are preferable to simpler ones, because larger models can

provide more information [4, 40]. The information can be relevant as a support for

decision making or can also lead to discovery of new patterns.

In addition, it is important to underline the connection between time for analyzing

the model and the comprehension of the model. Analyzing the model requires time

and concentration, particularly if the model is complex and it incorporates many

information. Interpretability is also correlated with efficiency: the user should have

the possibility of grasping the model in a reasonable amount of time [14]. The

problem is how to quantify “a reasonable amount” because it depends on the domain

application: more complex problems obviously require more time than simpler ones.

On the the other hand “it could be argued that any model could be understood given

an infinite amount of time” [14]. Finally, the definition of “too complex” or “too

large” depends on the users. It is a subjective matter: what is complex for one user

can be simple for another one, due the different background and expertise [49, 80].

All these points illustrate many limitations of the size of the model as a measure for

model’s interpretability. For this reasons other heuristics have been proposed.

Rüping suggests that a possible one could be splitting up the problem into sub-

problems. In this way the obtained sub-problems would be less complex, still

obtaining reasonable results [91].

Backhaus and Seiffert instead propose an approach that would resolve the problem

of comparison between models of different type [8]. This approach is based on

three criteria: “ability of the model to selected features from the input pattern,

the ability to provide class-typical data points and information about the decision

boundary directly encoded in model parameters” [8]. For example, multilayer

perceptron (MLP) is graded 1 out of 3, because it satisfies only the third criteria:

the decision boundaries are in fact directly encoded in the neurons [8]. The same

grade is attributable to Support Vector Machines models (SVM) because the decision

boundaries are stored in in support vectors and kernel [8]. In this way it is possible

to compare different models. For these criteria, SVM and MPL have the same grade

of interpretability. One limitation of this approach has been argued by Bibal and

Frénay [14]. The comparison can be done only for models of different types but not

of the same [14]. In addiction, this approach is only general because it is based only
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on the characteristics of the machine learning algorithm applied. It does not take

into account the resultant model obtained after the training phase.

Finally, the problem of all these existent heuristics is that these approaches do not

consider semantic aspects [14, 40]. The criteria are only based on syntactical aspects

of the model [40]. Semantics is instead decisive for the comprehension of the model.

2.3.2 User-based surveys

Seen the limitations of heuristic approaches, the preferable way for evaluating the

interpretability is by using user-based surveys [14, 49, 80]. In this approach the

evaluation is done based on model’s or prediction’s representation. One of the great

difference and also virtue with respect to the heuristic approach is that using this

approach it is possible to measure not only the interpretability of the entire model,

but also of a single prediction. This is particularly relevant when the model is

used as a support for decision-making. In these cases, understanding why a single

decision is taken is extremely important. In addiction, for some applications it is also

mandatory. In medical domain, doctors have to understand the model’s prediction

not only for the patients’ interest. If they are sued for medical negligence doctors

have to provide explanations of why they have made the decisions, even if provided

by a model, as a their defense [89].

Interpretability is difficult to define and to measure also for its informal and subjec-

tive nature. For this reason, the user-based approach seems a more appropriate way

for measuring it [14, 40]. This approach consists on presenting to users some repre-

sentations and on asking questions about their interpretability. The interpretability

so it is evaluated not for the model itself but for its representation.

Before describing how these surveys are designed, it has to be clarified what are the

possible model representations.

Firstly, the representation can be of the model or of a single prediction. The

representation of a model is possible only if the model is intelligible enough to provide

information on its internal working process. Example of this kind of models are

classification trees and rule-based systems [40, 80]. In these cases, the representation

can be presented in a graphical, textual or tabular form. Classification decision trees

are usually presented in a graphical structure. It consists on a set of nodes: the

internal nodes specify the conditions to be tested while the leaves represent the value
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of the class label [84]. A single decision can be explained following the path from the

root to the leaf. Rules are instead usually presented in a textual form that simply

reports the extracted rules. Another possibility for representing these two models

is through a decision table, a tabular representation that contains the complete

set of conditional expressions [104]. All these three representations are logically

equivalent and so it is possible moving from one representation to the other [49, 104].

Translating two different models into the same form of representation allows an easy

comparison, especially for non-expert users. While machine learning experts are

able to move from one form to the other on their own, for non-experts this could be

difficult. For this reason, presenting the representations to be compared directly in

the same form helps users in the comparison task.

The representation of a single prediction instead has the purpose of clarifying not

how the entire model works but why the particular decision was made. Lipton calls

this purpose post-hoc interpretability because the problem can be addressed only

after that the model has been trained and the prediction made [64]. The prediction’s

representation can assume different forms and the choice of which representation to

use depends on the machine learning algorithm and on the application domain. In

the following part some of the section, possible types of prediction’s representations

are described. Lipton uses also the term explanation to indicate the representa-

tion [64]. The goal of these representations is in fact to explain the decision of a model.

Textual form or “text explanation” [64]: the prediction’s explanation is presented

in a textual form. This form is frequently used by recommender systems [116].

The system not only provide the recommendation but also a textual explanation

of why it was recommended. Lipton underlines the importance of text explanation

because it is similar to human behavior [64]. Humans usually explain why they have

made a particular decision verbally [64]. This form is also applied in the medical

domain. The text explanation is important not only as a support for doctors in

the decision-making process but also for allowing a better communication between

medical experts and patients [51].

Visualization [64]: the representation is a visualization of what the model has

learned. This approach is frequently used for understanding neural networks pro-

cessing. An example is the famous project of Google known as “Deep Dream” or

“Inceptionism” [72]. The aim is to visualize what the neural network has learned

on how to classify the training images. In order to understand what the model has
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learned for a specific class, an noisy image is presented and then it is altered in the

direction of what the neural network studied as being of this class, through gradient

descent [72]. The visualization form is also used in recommender systems. In movie

recommender, the recommendation is usually done thanks to the previous movies and

videos that the user has seen but also by looking at the behavior of users with similar

characteristics, also called neighbors. Herlocker et al. present a visual explanation of

a recommended movie showing the movie’s rate of the neighbors [48]. The authors

proposed different forms, as shown in figure 2.7. The user-based survey conducted

shows that the standard bar histogram form is the form judged more comprehensible

by the final users [48]. The visualization form is also used to underline what are the

instance’s attributes that have more influence in the prediction. In this direction, a

great contribute was given by Kononenko et al. that proposed a horizontal bar his-

togram, where for each attribute its contribute in the prediction is shown [90, 95, 108].

Figure 2.7: Examples of visualizations for explaining a recommended movies [48]

Local explanation [64]: the explanation reflects how the model work in the vicinity

of the instance we want to explain [88]. Ribeiro et al. train a interpretable classifier

in the locality of the prediction they want to explain, using as training data the ones

labeled by the black-box model they want to explain [88]. The representation depends

then on if the data are structured or images. In particular for text classification the

authors proposes a bar chart representation: for the relevant words its contribute is

shown, differentiated with colors for the different class label [88]. For images instead,

the representation highlights, in the image that has been classified and that they
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want to explain, only the parts that are meaningful for the prediction.

Explanation by example [64]: another way humans use to explain their decisions

is by giving an example [64]. Humans use examples not only because it is a simply

and a direct way for explaining, but also because examples reflect also how humans

think: humans act and choose based on their experience. For instance, medical

experts often use previous case studies as a support for their decisions and they

refer to them as precedents [64]. Caruana et al. developed a method that provides

which are the most similar cases, on the training set, of the instance that has to be

explained [20]. This kind of explanation, that they call “case-based explanation”, is

typical of case-based algorithms, as K-Nearest neighbors (KNN). KNN finds, among

the training set, the K cases that are closest to the instance that has to be classified,

using a distance metric as for example the Euclidean Distance [28]. Caruana et al.

implemented an algorithm to obtain case-base explanations also from not case-based

learning methods [20]. Explanations by example are also provided by recommender

systems: products can be recommended because similar to a product liked before.

Now that all these kinds of forms of representation have been described and exem-

plified, it is possible to now illustrate how the user-based surveys based are conducted

and then to underline their pros and cons. As previously mentioned, user-based sur-

veys are a way to measure the interpretability of models’ and predictions’ represen-

tations. Representations are presented to users, along with questions that have the

aim to qualitative measuring the interpretability.

Different authors have investigated how this kind of surveys have to be designed

[49, 80]. They all agree on the importance of the choice of which users will take

part in the survey. As already mentioned, education, age, mother tongue, cultural

background and past experience have a great impact on survey’s results [13]. In-

tepretability has a subjective nature: what is understandable for one person, can be

incomprehensible for another one and vice versa. For this reason, it is relevant the

users’ selection. Based on the application and on the survey designers, the respondent

group can be only one and homogeneous [49] or split in different but homogeneous

subgroups to allow also the comparison of the evaluated interpretability.

Once the test group has been determined, the survey can take place. In general, a

short introduction and description of the representation used is given to the respon-

dents [49]. After that, the experiment starts: a series of questions are presented and

the users have to answer more precisely but quickly as they can. The type of ques-
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tions changes not only for the different opinions that the survey designers have but

also for the type of representation. If the representation regards the entire model is

possible, as an example, to try to perform a classification of an instance. If instead

the representation is only of the prediction, this cannot be done because the model’s

processing is not provided.

Piltaver et al. has describe precisely what kind of questions to for measuring the

interpretability of model representation [80]. Their work was base only on classifica-

tions trees but they suggest that this could be extend also on other intelligible models’

representations as classification rules. In the following part the type of question sug-

gested by Piltaver er al. will be described, also underlining analogies and differences

with other authors.

The authors Piltaver er al. divide the survey into six tasks [80]:

• classify : the user has to perform an instance’s classification using the classifier’s

representation provided [80]. This question is also present in the experiment

definition of Huysmans et al. [49]. In addiction, the authors ask the users to

indicate how they were confident in the answer they have given [49].

• explain: the respondent has to indicate which are the most important attributes

for a classified instance. In other word, the respondent has to understand which

are the attributes whose change will also change the prediction to another class

[80].

• validate: the model’s representation and a statement regarding it are presented

and the respondents have to indicate if the statement is proper or not. The

statement can be for example a correlation and the users have to say if this can

be find in the model or not [80]. Huysmans et al. present the statement as a

logical question and the respondents have to answer it simply with a “YES” or

“NO”.

• discover : the respondent has to try to find an unusual correlation in the model

[80]. As already illustrate in section 2.2, debugging is one of the desiderata of

interpretability. If the model is intelligible enough to give insight of its internal

working, it is possible to investigate the correlations the model has studied. In

case of unusual correlations, the analysis is even more important and it can

result in the discovery of new patterns or of errors in the model. In the latter

case, after having understand the cause of the wrong correlation, it is possible

to try to fix it [21].
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• rate: the respondent has to give its own opinion on the grade of interpretability

of the representation provided [80].

• compare: the task is the comparison of two models. In the experiment of

Piltaver et. al the comparison was between two classification trees. The com-

parison can also be between model’s representations of different types: in this

case participants have to indicate which is the type of representation that they

find more comprehensible and the less one [49].

After answers have been collected, the following phase consists on the computation

of some metrics in order to evaluate the interpretability. The accuracy is measured

as the percentage of correctly answered questions [49, 80]. The answer time is the

time it takes for a participant to answer a question [49]. The more is the time needed,

the less the representation is understandable and consequently also the model itself

[80]. Accuracy and time are strictly related: accuracy has to be evaluate taking into

account also the time needed to answer. Otherwise, it “could be argued that any

model could be understood given an infinite amount of time” [64] and so without

the time constraint it could not be possible to measure and compare interpretability.

Then also the confidence is evaluated, considering the personal judgment given by

participants on how they were confident in answering the questions [49, 80].

Even if the user-based approach has been indicated as the more appropriate ap-

proach for evaluating intrepretability [14, 40], it presents many problems and limita-

tions. This approach requires the active participation of the respondents; respondents,

during the experiment, could lose motivation or get tired and this has a great impact

on the survey validity [80]. Survey conductors should take this problem into account

and for example carefully chose the order and the difficulty of the questions [80].

Surveys require much time to be designed and to be completed. The number of par-

ticipants should be enough high to grant the achievement of statistically significant

results [80]. As previously mentioned, participants have to be chosen with attention,

in order to avoid bias inducted by the different background and experience. The

choice can be made only having information on the participants, as their curriculum,

their education and so on [49]. This arises concerns on ethics and privacy granting.

In addiction, respondents should known the application domain on which the survey

is done [80]. While for some domain no particular knowledge it is required, for others,

as the medical or the finance ones, the participants should have a prior knowledge

[80]. Contrarily, it would be complicate distinguishing case of non-interpretabily: the

model could be non comprehended because it is actually hardly intelligible or because
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the participants are not familiar with the classification domain.

With user-based surveys it is possible to compare representations but not to quantify

interpretability [14]. Furthermore, as noted by Bibal and Frénay, the comparison is

of representations, not of models or predictions themselves [14].

Figure 2.8: Explanations of an individual prediction for two different classifiers [88].
In magenta the words that are relevant for the attribution to the class “Atheism”,
in green for the class “Christianity”. On the left, the explanation for the second
classifier, based on the cleaned data, while the figure on the right refer to the first
classifier [88].

The methodology described is relative to the comparison of model’s representa-

tions. Ribeiro et al. proposed an experiment to compare single predictions of different

classifiers [88]. They trained two SVM classifiers for text classification with the aim

to determine if the document is about “Christianity” or “Atheism”. The two classi-

fiers were trained with two different data sets; the second one in particularly was a

“cleaned” version were non generalizing features were removed [88]. The first classi-

fier, even if it was based on unclean data, has a greater test accuracy with respect to

the second one. During the survey, two different explanations, one for each classifier,

of the same instance were shown to the users and the the participants had to indi-

cated which were, in their opinion, the more faithful explanation [88]. The results

shown that the users preferred the second classifiers. Through explanations, also

non-machine learning experts were able to detect that the second model performed
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the classification relying on non pertinent attributes. As shown in figure 2.8 on the

right, the document was assigned to the class “Atheism” for the words “Posting”,

“Host”, “Re” and “Nntp” that obviously are not related to Atheism and Christian-

ity. In the cleaned data set this problem was removed and the explanations reflects

it. The participants preferred the second classifier because the explanation was more

comprehensible and consistent with their prior knowledge. In addiction, this example

shows the importance of considering the understandability of the model before the

accuracy. In fact, if we only consider accuracy, the classifier to be used should be

the first. For this reason, some authors suggest to firstly chose the models whose

representations have the highest interpretability and then chose among them based

on the accuracy metric [64, 112].
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Chapter 3

Interpretability of Machine

Learning Models

In the previous chapter, the importance of interpretability has been discussed, con-

centrating also on its definition and on how to measure it. This chapter’s aim is

to provide a brief illustration of machine learning algorithms, focusing on the in-

tepretability aspect. In the first section, the defined-to-be-interpretable models will

be described and this definition will be justified. The second section instead illus-

trates black box models, that means that their internal working is unknown. For these

models, we also present model-dependent solutions for improving the interpretability.

It means that these approaches are applicable only to a particular model with the

aim of making it interpretable as a whole or at least for describing why it made a

particular decision.

3.1 Explainable models

In this section, a briefly description of the defined-to-be-interpretable classification

models will be presented. We use the word defined-to-be-interpretable because, as

it will be more clear after the descriptions of these models, they are not equally

interpretable and their true comprehensibility depends on different factors like their

size, their complexity and also on the domain in which they are applied.

Classification trees

Classification tree models are known for their interpretable tree graphical representa-

tion. The common strategy of decision tree learners, as the C4.5 proposed by Quilan

[84] or CART [16], is a top-down greedy approach. The predictors’ space is split in
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sub-regions and a new instance is classified to the most common class value of the

region in which that instance belongs. The split is made recursively, starting from the

whole input space. At each step, it is chosen the best split, the one that minimize the

heterogeneity of class values in each partition [47]. It corresponds to the selection of

the best splitting attribute and value and this determines a new internal node of the

tree. The recursion stops when there is no possible split left or if in that node a stop

criteria is reached, like the minimum number of instances in a region or the maximum

depth of the whole resultant tree. The best attribute and cutpoint for the split are

determined using metrics that measure the impurity of a node, as the Gini index, the

classification error rate and entropy [47]. The classification tree is so characterized

by internal nodes and leaf nodes. Each interior node corresponds to one of the input

attribute, the one chosen for the split and its structure depends on the attribute type

and also on the number of edges [98]. They specify the condition to be tested. The

leaves instead are the terminal nodes and represent the regions in which the recursive

algorithm has partitioned the input space. Each leaf represent a value of the class,

the most common class value of the instances of the training data set that fall back

in that leaf.

Classification tree shows the complete internal working of the model. Users can get

the full picture about the model and so they can understand how the model globally

works [40]. Users can also understand why a single decision is made: starting from the

root node, they can follow the path indicated by the internal node until a leaf node is

reached [49]. This path represents a classification decision rule. The comprehension

of the tree is not only facilitated by the graphical representation but also by the fact

that in a tree generally only a subset of the attributes are considered, the ones that

are considered as the relevant ones by model and present in the internal nodes [40].

In addiction, a great advantage of classification trees is that they have a hierarchical

tree structure [40]. This allows to assigns a different importance to the different

attributes, based on their distance from the root: in general it is considered more

relevant for the classification task an attributes that is closer to the root [40]. This

criteria however has been criticized and it is suggested to prefer others, based on

the number of instances that are classified by this attribute. The idea is to consider

relevant an attribute that is in the classification path of many instances and so that

discriminate the most.

The problem is that in real applications decision trees can be so complex and

large that can be hard for users to comprehend them. The comprehensibility is in

fact strictly related to the size of the model [7, 40, 91]. The greater is the size, the
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less the model is considered understandable, since the size is a measure of model

complexity. For classification tree models, the size can be estimated by the number

of nodes or by its depth. Even if for some applications, like the medical one, larger

trees are preferred, since too small models are considered too simple to capture the

complexity of the problem [35], tree can be so big and complex that its understanding

would require too much time and effort. The model understandability is in fact also

linked to the time required to grasp the model. As Bibal and Frènay suggest, if we do

not consider also the time, “it could be argued that any model could be understood

given an infinite amount of time” [14]. A too large and complex model cannot be

easily understood by us as humans for our inherent limitations. Some authors states

that human beings are able to deal with seven, plus or minus two, entities at the

same time while others limit this number to seven [71, 112].

It is for this reason that we introduce classification trees as defined-to-be inter-

pretable models. Even if in general classification trees are considered comprehensible,

in real applications this is not always true. In addiction, since interpretability is a

subjective concept, some users consider tree less understandable than other represen-

tations, like rules or decision tables and so the so called interpretable models are so

not equally interpretable [49]. Classification tree models, despite their great advan-

tage of being in the general case interpretable, have the drawback of being typically

less accurate than other classification models. This can be ascribed to the accuracy-

interpretability trade-off: the more a model is comprehensible, the less is accurate

[40]. For this reason, more accurate models, though less interpretable, are preferred

than the underperforming classification trees for real applications.

Interpreting classification rules

Classification rules are of the form IF (conditions) THEN class, where conditions are

a conjunction of attribute tests in the form: A1=v1 and A2=v2 and ... and Ak=vk

[98]. The set of conditions are the rule antecedent, while the class label is the rule

consequent. There are different approaches for building classification rules, but we

can classify them in direct methods and indirect methods [98]. The direct methods

extract rules directly from the data [98]. An example of direct approach is the se-

quential covering methodology. The rule induction process for this approach consists

on discovery rules one-at-a-time. At each stage, the most promising rule is selected,

proceeding greedily and so finding the best choice only for that particular stage, not

the optimal one. Once that the best local rule is selected, all the instances of the

training set that are covered by these rules are removed [98, 111]. Examples of se-
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quential covering algorithms are RIPPER [23], CN2 [22] and FOIL [83]. Even if these

algorithms usually achieve equally or higher accuracy than traditional classification

methods as C4.5 [85], their heuristic and greedy process do not guarantee to select

the best set of rules [111].

For this reason, other solutions for extracting directly rules are preferred. In

particularly, recently another approach has been proposed, known with the name

of associative classification. Associative classifiers combine association mining and

classification: the discovery of association patterns in a data set are used for gener-

ating classification rules that has to categorize new data, and so for performing the

classification [97]. In general, an association rule assumes the form: A → B, where

A and B are sets of item and an item is a pair (attribute, value) [1]. In associative

classification, rules are used for classification purposes and so B is not a set of items

but a class label [65]. Several techniques have been proposed for extracting the set of

association rules and they distinguish themselves particularly on how they perform

the rule pruning for extracting high-quality rules and on what rule mining algorithm

(e.g. Apropri [2] or FP-Growth [44]) they use for finding the associations [97]. Exam-

ples of associative classifiers are DeEPS [61], CPAR [114], CMAR [62], CBA [65] and

L3 [9] and experiments show that they usually achieve better performances than tra-

ditional classification methods [97]. In addiction, associative classifiers tend to obtain

better results also than traditional rule-based algorithms that are based on sequential

covering [111, 114]. The reason is that sequential covering approaches rely on greedy

techniques and so they consider the problem not globally, but they simply try to find

the best solution only at each step; mined rules instead consider the correlations of

different attributes [9, 111].

With indirect methods instead we refer to the approaches that extract rules not

directly from data but from classification models [98], as the C4.5 algorithms that

derive the rules from an unpruned tree. Recently, many algorithms for extracting

rules from models have been developed, particularly from neural networks [6, 99].

The motivation is that is assuming, as already illustrated in section 2.1, increasingly

importance the demand of interpretability also for the so called black box models.

Classification rules have in fact the great advantage of being considered highly

understandable by humans. Rules are represented in a textual form and this is seen

often as a drawback since it makes more difficult to get the “full picture” of the model

[40]. It is argued that a graphical structure like the one of classification trees allows

a more direct comprehension of the problem. However, as already mentioned, trees

could be so complex and large that this is still not possible. The rules allows an easier
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comprehension of the problem locally or of why a particular decision is made. It is

simpler in fact to inspect a single or subsets of rules and to investigate the problem

locally rather than identify the paths from the classification tree [85]. The inspection

of the relevant paths could require much time and effort if the decision tree is large

and particularly in this cases a rule-based representation is preferred. The rule set

comprehension is also problematic if its size is too big. The number of rules are

considered as a measure of interpretability: too numerous rules are too difficult to be

inspected and comprehended by humans. Classification rules, differently than trees,

do not have a hierarchical positional representation and this makes more difficult the

recognition of which attributes are more relevant in a rule [40]. This is instead simpler

for trees: usually we assign a greater importance to the attributes that are closer to

the root [40]. But as already mentioned, this is not usually the best approach for

determining attributes’ importance. So, for estimating the relevance of an attribute,

it has been proposed to consider how many instances have been classified by rule

that contains that attribute [40]. In this way, through the inspection of the rule

that classifies a particular instance, it is possible not only to understand why that

particular prediction is made but also to estimate the importance of each attribute

present in that rule.

Naive Bayes

The Naive Bayes classifier is a probabilistic classifier that, as the name suggests, is

based on the application of the Bayes’s theorem but with the “naive” assumption of

conditional independence of the attributes given the class [42, 46]. It is a probabilistic

classifiers because, given the instance to classify with values Vi, it is able to returns

the probability for each class Ck, computed in the following way:

P (Ck| V 1, V 2, ..., V n) = P (C i)
∏
i

P (V i|Ck)

P (V 1,V 2,...,V n)

The instance is assigned to the most probable class, and so to the class with respect

to which the term P (C i| V 1, V 2, ..., V n) is greater. Since the class assignment is based

on a maximization, the constant term P (V 1, V 2, ..., V n) can be omitted and so the

class label y is determined as:

y = arg max
k∈1,2,..K

= P (Ck)
∏
i

P (V i|Ck)

The Naive Bayes model is considered interpretable because users can analyze

the probability associated with all the attributed [40]. It is possible to compute

the contributions of features’ values easily and so understanding what are the most
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relevant features’ values that are determinants for the prediction. During the training

phase, all the terms p(Vi | ck) are computed. This information can then be used to

calculate the contribution of each feature’s value Vi, based on the Bayes’ Theorem:

p(ck | Vi)=p(ck) p(V i | ck) /p(V i)

In this way, it is possible to analyze what are the features that influence mostly the

prediction. Naive Bayes classifiers are greatly used in medical application, where

explaining why a decision is made is required. In addiction, differently than classi-

fication trees or rules where only subsets of attributes are considered, Naive Bayes

associates to each attribute a probability. As Lavrac noted, “one of the main ad-

vantages of this [Naive Bayes] approach, [...], is that all the available information is

used to explain the decision” and this is considered extremely important for medical

diagnosis and prognosis [59]. Medical experts prefer to have a more complete pic-

ture of the problem, which takes into account all the variables [53, 59]. Even if it

argued that the probabilistic interpretation is important in medical practise, not all

users are able to easily deal with probabilities. For this reason, some methods have

been proposed for improving Naive Bayes interpretability. As an example, Kohavi et

al. proposed an visualization method that highlights through rows of pie charts or

through a bar representation the prior probabilities for the possible label values [12].

Kononenko and Kukar proposed to evaluate the contributions of individual feature

value applying the logarithm to the model’s equation [53, 54].

Interpreting Nearest Neighbors

K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) is an instance based classifier since it is not learned a

model neither abstractions derived from the instance are derived or maintained, but

all the knowledge is embedded on the training instances themselves [3]. It is a very

simple algorithm: the idea is to classify a new instance based on the most K similar

instances of the training set [98]. The training phase consists only on the storing of

the training data and no model is created. The classification phase instead consists

on computing the K nearest neighbors to the instance x that we want to classify and

these are used for assigning the class label; usually the class is assigned by majority

vote and so the class label of x is the most common class among the K neighbors [98].

The K nearest instances are identified using a distance metric as the Euclidean, the

Mahalanobis or the Manhattan distance. For improving the classification results, we

can weigh the vote according to the distance with respect to the neighbors and thus

assign a greater contribution to the nearest instances [98].
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For what concerns its interpretabily, obviously this algorithm does not return an

interpretable model, since it does not discover any abstract model. It instead can

explain why a particular instance is assigned to a class. The form of explanation

provided by the KNN has been defined explanation by example [64]. The explana-

tion is given by the K neighbors themselves: the instance x has been classified in a

particular way based on the most similar instances. So the K instances are examples

of why that particular prediction is made. This reflects how we, as humans, often

explain our decisions, that is by analogy [64]. For example, medical experts often

take and justify their decisions through precedent case studies. Recommender sys-

tems also often use this from of explanation for supporting their recommendation; in

movie recommendation, to a user it is presented not only the suggested movie but

also its justification, for example saying that users with similar characteristics liked

it or that this movie is similar to other movies for which the user has expressed a

positive rating.

However, this form of interpretabily has some drawbacks. KNN returns the most

similar instances but it does not highlight what are the most relevant attributes for

the prediction. In the distance computation, usually all features have the same weight

and so the distance is computed as all the features equally influence the prediction.

Some solutions have been proposed, actually originally for improving the accuracy

prediction, that weight the attribute so that the attribute weight is proportional to

its relevance for the prediction [113]. Since no model is created, it is not possible

to understand what is the global behavior. In addiction, since a single prediction is

based only on its locality, what is important for a prediction can be totally different

than what is relevant for another. A single rules or single paths instead can provide

explanation for sets of prediction [40].

3.2 Model-dependent solutions

In the previous section, the so called interpretable model have been briefly described,

focusing on what level of interpretability they can provide. In this section, some

hardly interpretable models will be briefly described and some solutions for improv-

ing their interpretability will be illustrated. The approaches presented are model-

dependent : a method is model-dependent if it applicable only for explaining a partic-

ular model.
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Random Forests

Random forests are an ensemble learning method that is based on bagged trees but

also on a random sub-sampling method [17, 47]. The bagging or bootstrap aggregation

is a general-purpose procedure for reducing the variance of a model. With respect

to classification, the idea is to select random samples with replacement from the

training data set, B times; for each sample b=1,...,B we learn our model and obtaining

the prediction f̂ b [47]. The prediction for a new instance x is made by taking the

majority vote and so the class is the class that occurs more commonly between the B

predictions f̂ b. The random forest method is an improvement of bagged trees through

an adjustment that reduce the correlation between trees [47]. The idea is to use at

each node for the split, instead of all the features, a random subset of the features

m≤p, where p is the number of features; typically it is used m=
√
p [47]. A random

forest consists of a large number of trees and so it is not possible to understand its

internal process and so it is considered a black box. One way of getting insights

into a random forest was proposed by Breiman itself, in the paper that describes his

Random Forests algorithm, based on the computation of the features importance [17].

Figure 3.1: Example of visualization of feature importance for explaining Random
Forest models proposed by Breiman [17]. The example shows the features’ importance
of the diabetes data set. For each possible variable, in the horizontal axis, there is
the correspondent importance on the vertical axis. The most important variable is
the variable “2”, followed by variable “8” and “6”.
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After that the random forest is learned, the out-of-bag estimate is stored for each

instance of data set. For determining the importance of a particular variable m-th,

the values of the m-th feature are randomly permuted and the out-of-bag estimate

is computed again. The importance of the m-th feature is computed comparing the

out-of-bag estimate before and after the permutation [17]. This is repeated for each

feature m=1,..,M and these feature importance estimations can then be visualized as

in figure 3.1: the greater is the importance value, the more the feature is important

for the predictions. The point is that this approach is limited only to Random Forest

because it is based on intrinsic characteristics of the algorithm.

Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines (SVM) are a supervised machine learning method based

on finding the hyperplane or the set of hyperplanes that will separate better the

data [27, 105]. Support vector machines, for classification applications, were firstly

introduced as binary classifier and so for two-group classification problems [27] but

their application can be extended also for multi-class problems using methods, that

are based on bynary classification, as the one-versus-all (OVA) or the one-versus-one

(OVO) approaches [47]. Suppose that D={(x1, y1), (x2, y2),..., (xn, yn)} is the

training data set, where x∈ <d and yi∈{-1,1} indicates the class to which xi belongs,

in a binary classification problem [47]. The idea is to choose, among all the possible

hyperplanes in the form:

f(x) = β0 +
d∑

j=1

αi < x,xi >

written in function of of inner products, the one that maximizes the distance be-

tween the two classes determined by the hyperplane itself, called margin [47]. This

is resolved as a constrained optimization problem, because the margin is maximized

subject to the constraint of αi being a normal vector to the hyperplane. In addiction,

the margin is soft, that means that it is maximized but it can be subject to errors

[27]. This is a relaxation of the problem, in order to allow the binary classifier to also

deal with noisy or non linear separable data. The point is that if the data are hardly

linearly separable, even this approach is not enough. For this reason, the solution

proposed is to apply the so called kernel trick and so the hyperplane’s function can

be rewritten as [15]:

f(x) = β0 +
d∑

j=1

αiK(x,xi)
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where possible examples of kernel function frequently used are the radial basis func-

tion, the hyperbolic tangent and the polynomial kernel. The great advantage of this

approach is that, through kernels, data can be transformed into an higher dimensional

space and the hyperplane in the enlarged space can be nonlinear in the original space,

with a minimum effect on the computational time [47]. The name support vector ma-

chines derives from the support vectors, the samples closest to the the hyperplane

that “support” the decision margin. Support vector classifiers often exhibit excellent

predictive performance, but it is difficult to explain the results obtained. The SVM

model could be presented through its support vectors, the subset of observation that

determines the boundary, but it is only a reduction in the number of instances to

consider [50]. Another possibility is to directly visualize the SVM model in the fea-

ture space, but the problem is that this is appropriate only if the space has no more

than two or three dimensions; if greater, the visualization could be too complex to

be understood and visualizing high-dimensional data is generally difficult.

Different solutions have been proposed for improving the interpretability of SVM

models. Jakulin et al. propose to use nomograms for visualizing the contribution

of feature values for SVM models. Nomograms are not a novelty: they were firstly

introduced at the end of the 19th century by the mathematician Maurice d’Ocagne

as a visualization technique for graphically representing any numerical relationship.

Lubsen and coauthors proposed to use nomograms to visualize logistic regression

models [68], while, more recently, the authors Možina et al. propose to visualize also

the Naive Bayesian model in the form of a nomogram [73]. Nomograms enable the

model visualization and to gain insight into the data, summarizing how the attributes

influence the class probability [73]. So, in order to build the corresponding nomogram,

a model has to predict the outcome probabilities. The point is that basic SVM models

do not deal with probabilities properly by design. For this reason, it is needed to place

a calibration phase before, that allows to better calibrate the model’s probabilities

and in the examples proposed by the authors Jakulin et al. the cross-calibration is

used [50]. Since nomograms can be used to visualize Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression

and also SVM models, they can be used also to compare models, but only limited to

these type of classifiers. In figure 3.2, an example of comparison between the Naive

Bayes and SVM nomograms is reported, using the log odds ratio scale, for the Titanic

data set [50]. Each single attribute is presented in a distinct line in the nomogram

that indicates the attribute importance for the particular model displayed through the

nomogram [50]. The greater is the length of the line, the greater is the influence that

the corresponding attribute has on the model’s predictions. In the example, for the
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Figure 3.2: Example of comparison of a Naive Bayes nomograms, on the left, and of
a SVM nomogram, for the Titanic dataset [50]

Naive Bayes classifier, the greater influence is given by the attribute sex and females

have more chances of survival than males; being of the first class and a child increase

the chances, but with less influence. For the SVM instead, on the right of the picture

3.2, the only important attribute is the sex attribute, while the others are considered

irrelevant [50]. It so interesting to notice how the two models are different and we

can state that the Naive Bayes is more complete since it considers more information.

The comparison of models with nomograms so allows not only to visualize what the

different models have captured but also a more weighted choice of which model to

apply. Nomograms have the great advantage of being a visualization tool: they do

not try to approximate the behavior of the SVM model, but they simply capture

how the SVM model behaves and show it globally [50]. In addiction, particularly

when the number of attributes is high, the visualization could be simplified showing

only a part of the attributes, the ones that contribute the most and so that have the

greater importance or ranked in order of importance [50]. The comparison between

nomograms of different models, as already mentioned, is another great advantage

but the problem is that nomograms can be applied for explaining few models, as the

SVM, the Naive Bayes and Logistic regression ones. Moreover, nomograms present

problems in handling redundant or highly correlated attributes and in these cases, it

is difficult to distinguish the individual effect of each particular attribute [50]. The

point is that the attributes’ contributions are computed considering as the effects of

the attributes are independent given the class [50].

Other solutions have been proposed for explaining SVM models. In particular,

need to be mentioned some recent works that focuses on visualizing SVM, as the
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projection techniques proposed by Caragea et al. [19] and by Poulet [81]. Their idea

is to project the high-dimensional feature space into lower dimensional subspaces;

these projections are simpler to understand and can give insights on how the model

works.

Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are a class of techniques inspired to the biological

neural networks of the human brain. There are many various types of ANN in that

differ for example for the topology, the number of hidden layers, the learning algorithm

or the transfer function. Despite the differences, artificial neural networks are based

on a set of connected units, called artificial neurons, and each connection is weighted,

called synapse. Neurons in an ANN are usually structured in connected layers: input,

one or more hidden layers and output layer. The activation of a neural network is

based on the training phase. The weights are set at random and then iteratively

modified until the resultant network minimizes the error at the output, estimated

comparing the resulting outputs and the desired outputs [43]. After the learning

phase, an ANN is able to represent an high-dimensional non-linear function [100].

The non-linearity into the network is introduced by the non-linear activation function,

also called transfer function, that, given the inputs of a particular node, defines

its output [43]. The point is that the information learned is stored in the weights

and in the connections themselves that do not provide direct evidence of the what

are the relationships between inputs and outputs that the network has learned and

the comprehension of how the network works is made more complicated by its non-

linearity. Despite the great performances that neural networks often achieve, they

are seen as black boxes and this limits their use and acceptance.

Considering their great accuracy and advantages, a lot of work has been done

in the direction of improving neural networks interpretability. In particular, many

techniques have been proposed for extracting explicit rules from ANN. Rules are in

fact considered as a good compromise, since their are able to capture the complexity of

the problem but at the same time they still are understandable, as discussed in section

3.1. Need to be mentioned the work of Towell and Shavlik [99], that proposed the

MofN method for extracting symbolic rules from trained neural network and the one

of Setiono and Liu, that extract NN rules that should reflect how the neural network

works [92]. For a more complete review of these techniques for extracting rules from

trained ANN we refer the reader to the survey published by the authors Andrews et
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al., that overviews these methods, also proposing a taxonomy for classifying them and

criteria for evaluating them [6]. Other solutions are instead directed on visualizing

the neural network graph. As an example, Tzeng and Ma propose to “open the black

box” in order to possibly find out dependencies between the inputs and the outputs

of an ANN; in their work, they propose to, given a single data or a set of data, display

the network as data going through the network [100].

Figure 3.3: Example of image-specific class saliency map that highlight the parts of
the image that are considered by the trained ConvNet discriminative for the prediction
with respect to the top-1 predicted class [94].

Finally, much effort has been made for improving the understandability of image

classification models, also due to the increasing application of deep Convolutional

Networks (ConvNet) for image recognition. As an example Simonyan et al. propose

an approach for visualizing, given a particular image and a target class, a class saliency

map that underlines what are the important pixels of an image for that particular

class assignation [94]. The image-specific class saliency map is computed using a

single back-propagation pass through the trained ConvNet. The map extracted in

this way highlights what are the pixels whose change affect the most the prediction

for that class [94]. An example of image-specific class saliency map, provided by the

authors in [94] is presented in figure 3.3, built using as target class the top-1 predicted

class.
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Chapter 4

Model-agnostic algorithms

In the previous chapter, some methods for improving machine learning interpretability

have been presented. These methods are related only to particular machine learn-

ing classifiers and for this reason they are called model-dependent explanation

methods [108]. The purpose of these methods is to improve the interpretability of

hardly transparent model, providing more understandable representations. The lim-

itation of these approaches is that each method can be applied only to a particular

classifier. Distinct solutions have been proposed for distinct machine learning algo-

rithms. As previously discussed, there are solutions for Random Forest classifiers,

as the one proposed by Breiman [17], for Support Vector Machines and for Artificial

Neural Networks. This chapter instead deals with model-independent methods [108],

also referred with the term model-agnostic [88].

An approach is model-agnostic if it treats the machine learning model as a

black box [88]. In terms of interpretability, model-agnostic approaches are able to

provide explanations for any kind of classifier [88]. Model-agnostic methods have

great advantages with respect to model-dependent ones. Ribeiro et al. summarize

some of those into five desirable aspects [86]:

• Model flexibility : in real world applications, it often happens that less accurate

but more understandable models are preferred to more accurate but less inter-

pretable ones [21]. Accuracy itself is not considered as a sufficient metric for

trusting a model: the users want to understand how the model works and this

is particularly crucial for decision making [88]. The problem is that, in many

cases, simple models are not enough to solve properly real-world task. The

reality is complex and heterogeneous and interpretable algorithms are inher-

ently inadequate to model it. For these reasons, there is a demand of complex
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but at the same time understandable solutions. The model-agnostic approach

is the answer. The model is considered as a black box and an explanation

of its internal working or of its prediction is given in the same way for any

classifier [86]. In the choice of the model, the intrinsic interpretability of the

algorithms is not anymore considered: what matters is the explanation given by

the model-agnostic approach applied. In this way, there is a separation between

the interpretability of a model and the model itself [86] and, as a consequence,

there is more flexibility in choosing which to apply model. The model under-

standing and its accuracy can be considered independently and not anymore as

a trade-off.

• Explanation flexibility : most of interpretable models are explained through de-

fined and limited representations. For example, classification trees are usually

explained through trees, rule-based classifiers through rules; in other cases the

explanation is given through an example [20] or as line graphs [21]. The problem

is that these representations of interpretable models are fixed: it is not possible

to move from one form of representation to another. This possibility is impor-

tant because each form of representation can highlight different information. As

an example, in some cases it is preferable to point out which are the elements

that influence the most a prediction, while in others which are the ones against

it [86]. Using model-agnostic approaches, the explanations becomes separate

from the model itself. In this way, the same model can be explained in different

manners and it is possible to represent the explanations in the most suited form

for each particular application [86].

• Representation flexibility : model-agnostic approaches allow also the flexibility

in the representation itself. The features used for training the model can be

different to the ones used for the explanation [86]. For example, for text classi-

fication, instead of using word embedding, the explanations can be in terms of

words [86].

• Lower cost to switch: using a model-agnostic approach, there is a continuity

of the explanations even if the model would be replaced. The explanation is

separated from the model: the same form of explanation can be provided even

if the model is switched with another one. This is true also in the case of new

machine learning algorithms: it is not necessary to implement a new kind of

explanation for new methods and the explanations’ form can be still provided
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in the same way. This is convenient also for users because they do not have to

lose time and make efforts to understand a new kind of explanation [108].

• Comparing two models : this is the great advantage of using model-agnostic ex-

planations. The comparison of models in term of interpretability is one of the

criteria for choosing the best model. Some authors emphasize the importance

of interpretability and suggest, in order to chose the best model, to firstly se-

lect the more interpretable models and only then select the one with highest

accuracy [112]. The problem is that, without using model-agnostic approaches,

deciding which is the most interpretable model can be difficult. As already dis-

cussed in section 2.3.1, the comparison using heuristic approaches, that gives a

quantitative measure of interpretability, is limited for models of the same type

and even more challenging for models of the same types. As an example, it

is difficult to define how to compare the number of nodes of a tree and the

number of hyperplanes of a Support Vector Machine model [64]. Comparing

the representations of two explanations is also problematic because they can be

represented in different ways: for example it is not easy to say if an explanation

by example, where the cases most similar to the instance to be explained are

presented, is more or less interpretable than a bar plot that shows the contribu-

tion of each feature in the prediction. Interpretability is subjective and humans

do not comprehend models’ representations in the same way. A possible solu-

tions is to evaluate the interpretability using user-based studies and to average

the results [49, 80]. If instead we use a model agnostic approach, the models are

seen as black boxes and the explanations can all be presented in the same and

uniform form [108]. In addiction, some model-agnostic approaches supports the

explanations of multiple models in the same plot and so a direct comparison

between models is directly possible [56].

Model-agnostic algorithms can be applied to any type of classifier for obtaining a

global understanding on how the model works or for providing an explanation of why

a particular decision is made. In the following sections these two possible approaches

will be illustrated, underlining advantages and limitation and providing a detailed

description of some model-agnostic techniques.
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4.1 Explaining the entire model

In this section, two examples for explaining the entire an entire model are illustrate.

The idea of this kind of approaches presented is to explain the model and so to see

how the model globally behaves. It is a more challenging task than explaining a single

prediction. In addiction, understanding the model globally implies also to have a local

comprehension and so to also understand why single predictions are made [88]. The

opposite instead is not true. The first illustrated approach learns an interpretable

model, in particular a classification tree on the prediction of the original model [30].

In the second solution instead, the inputs are perturbed and it is then observed how

the predictions change [56]. The trend of each attribute is then plotted, showing for

each value it can assume how it influences the prediction probability for a particular

class. In the next sections, these two solutions will be briefly described.

4.1.1 CRAVEN

The authors Craven and Shavlik propose an algorithm for extracting comprehensible

representation from a generic model f called TREPAN [30]. Given a generic model f,

TREPAN extracts a decision tree that mimic globally the behavior of f. The authors’

aim is to produce trees that are understandable and at the same time with an accuracy

comparable to the one of the models from which they were extracted [30]. The appli-

cation of this algorithm was described by the authors for explaining neural networks

but, as also they note, TREPAN use the neural network as a black box and so it is

applicable for explaining a generic model f [30]. This algorithm is based on queries to

the model f and it is only interested in how f labels the instances. TREPAN uses the

model for querying it and so it uses the model f as an “Oracle”. The tree extraction

algorithm is similar to tradition decision tree induction algorithms like C4.5 [85] and

CART [16]. For learning the tree, as training data are used instances labeled by the

model f. The first purpose of the model f seen as an Oracle is to determine the class

label [30]. The second purpose of the Oracle is instead to select the best split for

each internal node. The advantage of the tree extraction with respect to the usual

one is that it does not use the training data but it queries the Oracle. What often

happens in traditional tree induction algorithm is that with the increasing depth of

the tree, in a node we can have too low training data and so the selection of the

best split is based only on too few data. In the TREPAN implementation instead, if

in a node there are too few examples, it can query the Oracle and obtain also new
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labeled instances. The new instances have to follow firstly this particular constraint:

their attributes values must be consistent to the ones present in the path from the

root to the node that is considered for the splitting [30]. The values of the attributes

that are not present in the path are instead selected randomly and the new instances

generated are labeled by the model f.

Another difference from traditional tree extraction algorithm is that TREPAN em-

ploys a beam search method for growing the tree [30]. At each step, the best node

is selected using the following evaluation function: f(n) = reach (n) (1 - fidelity (n)).

The idea is to select the node that would potentially increase the fidelity to the model

f. The term reach(n) is the fraction of instances that fall in that node n, while fi-

delity(n) is the estimation of how the resultant tree will be faithful to the model f if

the node n is included. In particular the fidelity is the percentage of instances of the

test set that are labeled by the tree in the same way by the model f. In addiction,

while the traditional tree extraction algorithm based the split on a single feature, the

algorithm proposed by Craven and Shavlik use a m-of-n test to partition the instance

space [30]. A m-of-n expression is a boolean expression that is satisfied if at least m

of its n conditions are satisfied.

TREPAN uses as stopping criteria both a local and a global one: a node becomes

a leaf and so it is not further split if it covers only instances of one class with high

probability or if the size of the tree would overcome a threshold value, indicated as

a parameter by the user [30]. This parameter can control the tree comprehensibility,

since the size of the node is an measure of heuristic measure of interpretability: the

greater is the number of nodes, the less the tree is considered comprehensible, as

already discussed in section 2.3.1. The authors compare the accuracy of the trees

and neural networks from which they are extracted, for different data sets. They

show that although the test-set accuracy of the trees is lower than that of the original

network, it is still greater than the one of the decision trees learned from trained data

using traditional tree classification algorithms. They also measured the fidelity of the

extracted tree to the neural networks and they state that the extracted trees provide

a close approximation [30]. The problem of this solution is that it is used a simple

model, as the classification tree is, to mimic the behavior of the tree globally. We can

argue that a simple model cannot capture the complexity of a sophisticate model as

the neural networks are. In addiction, the authors state that the extracted trees are

comprehensible as the tree learned by conventional classification tree algorithms. The

point is that for measuring the complexity they use the size of the model, in particular

the number of non-leaves node in the tree and the number of features used for the split.
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As already mentioned, the size of a model is not a so good measure of interpretability:

comprehensibility is strictly linked to humans and the same representation can be

considered less or more understandable for different users.

4.1.2 Prospector: a visual inspection of black-box models

Prospector is a interactive visual analytics systems, developed by the authors Krause

et al. for better understanding predictive models [56]. This system provide graphical

representations of how features affect the predictions of a generic model f overall.

This algorithm is based on the concept of partial dependence [47], that is a technique

used for understanding the relationship between a feature and a prediction [56]. The

idea is to consider the model f as a black-box and see how changes on an input feature

affect the prediction. The partial dependence plot, pdf, is computed for one input at

the time as follow [47, 56]:

pdfa(v) = 1
N

N∑
i

pred(xi)with xia = v

where a is the attribute respect which the partial dependence plot is computed, N

is the number of instances and x is a particular instance. We change the value of the

attribute a with the value v for each possible instance xi and we see how the outcome

probability, pred(xi), changes, while the values of the other attributes are not varied

[56]. The partial dependence plot of a particular attribute a is typically represented

as a line graph where on the horizontal axis there is the possible values that it can

assume and on the vertical axis the corresponding outcome probability. Prospector

is applicable for visualizing the partial dependence plot for different models and so

to easily compare them, since this algorithm treat the model as a black box [56]. In

figure 4.1, the behavior of the same feature but for three different models is reported.

The predictive models in the example had to predict the risk of developing diabetes

[56]. The authors illustrate that in the medical domain, it is important to provide an

explanation of why a particular decision is made. The general behavior of the features

can be difficult to be inspected, particularly if the number of features is relevantly

high. Prospector is able also to provide what are the the most relevant features for

the prediction. For example for predicting diabetes, it return a summary of the top

5 features that contribute the most increasing the prediction of diabetes and the top

5 of the one that decrease instead the risk of diabetes.

The problem of this solution is that it relies on partial dependence that is com-

puted for only one attribute at the time. The point is that in real-world applications,
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Figure 4.1: Partial dependence plot for comparing multiple models [56]. For each
possible value of the bmi attribute, the corresponding outcome prediction is shown
for each possible model.

attributes may be correlated and the prediction could be determined jointly by more

of one attribute. Moreover, even if this solution is applicable for any classifier, it is

not completely model agnostic. For obtain more accurate partial dependence plot in

fact, Prospector uses information about inherent properties of the model it has to

explain. In decision tree and random forest models for example, the predicted prob-

ability change only for specified thresholds, based on the condition of the internal

nodes [56]. In this case, Prospector firstly extracts these thresholds from the rules in

the internal nodes and then compute the partial dependence only for those values.

So we can see that this approach is not purely model-agnostic, as it should treat the

original model f without making any assumption about f [88].

4.2 Explaining single predictions

While model level explanation “aims to make transparent the prediction process of

a particular model” [90], instance level explanation aims to to provide “a qualitative

understanding of the relationship between the instance’s components and the model’s
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prediction” [88]. The intention is not to understand how the entire model works, but

only to understand why a particular decision was made. This aim could be considered

as less important or too limited. It is possible to show instead that explaining a

prediction is what, in many applications, really matters and in some cases it is only

convenient solution.

Explanations of an entire model, provided using an approach for improving the

interpretability of the model or by the interpretable model itself, could be too com-

plex to be really understood by humans. As an example, even if classification trees

are considered interpretable, they may be so large and complex that it may not still

be possible to comprehend the whole model. Humans are limited and they can deal

with few entities at the same time [71, 112]. This problems are present even when

model-agnostic approaches for explaining an entire model are used. As an example,

Prospector, as illustrated in section 4.1.2, provides a graphical representation of the

behaviour of all the features . If the number of features is high and the classification

domain is complex, it is very difficult, even with this kind of explanation, to under-

stand the model globally. A prediction’s explanation instead regards only the locality

of the instance to explain and only some features significantly contribute to it. For

these reasons, its understanding is more simple.

In addition, a criticism can be advanced to those approaches that provide expla-

nations for the entire model. Some of them, as the one described in section 4.1.1, try

to learn an interpretable model on the predictions of the original one. The problem

is that the interpretable model used is intrinsically more simple and less accurate. It

can be considered over-simplistic the idea that, transforming a complex model into a

simpler one, the same information that where encoded before will be present also in

the simple and interpretable model.

Moreover, in many applications and in particular for decision making, users want

to know why a particular prediction is made. This is particularly important for

medical application because the model’s decision can affect significantly people’s lives.

The authors Ribeiro et al. in their work propose a simple illustration for highlighting

the importance of explaining individual predictions and it is reported in figure 4.2

[88]. Suppose we have a model that has to predict if a patient is ill or not. The

explanation of why a particular prediction is made can help the doctor in the choice

if trusting it or not. In this case, the model predicts that a particular patient has the

flu and the explanation is in form of symptoms that are relevant for the prediction:

in green the symptoms that lead to the prediction of flu and in pink the ones that

are against it [88]. Doctors can inspect the relevant symptoms and they can decide
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if accepting or rejecting the prediction, confronting them with their prior knowledge

of the disease [88].

Figure 4.2: The explanation of a single prediction can help doctors in the decision
of trusting the prediction or not [88]. They can analyze the relevant symptoms
highlighted by the explanation and see if they are coherent with their prior knowledge
or not.

The explanation of a single prediction can be easily understood by users, while

the model’s explanation could be too difficult to comprehend for its complexity.

In some cases, users do not need a global comprehension of the model. As an

example, in movie recommendations systems, user want only to understand why a

particular movie has been suggested and based on this explanation they can decide if

accept the recommendation or not. In addition, it is not always possible to provide

a global explanations also for legal and contractual reasons: some algorithms are

proprietary and companies do not want that their internal working is provided.

In the following sections, two approaches for explaining individual predictions

will be presented. These two solutions will be described in detail because they were

inspiring for our work. It is important firstly to illustrate some key concepts that

were pointed up by these two works, highlighting advantages and limitations.

4.2.1 LIME - Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explana-

tions

Ribeiro et. al propose a method for explaining the prediction of any classifier, called

LIME, Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations [88]. The great intuition

of this work can be indeed summarized with the terms local. Some of the methods

previously described try to build an interpretable model based on the predictions of

the model they want to explain [30]. The problem is that in the general case the

interpretable model learned cannot properly mimics the behavior of the model to
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be explained. Interpretable models are inherently simple, also for their capability to

show their internal working in an understandable way. On the other hand, the models

we want to explain are non-interpretable, they do not provide any understandable

explanations of their working, precisely for their intrinsic complexity. A simpler

model is not able to reflects all the heterogeneity of a more complex one.

Ribeiro et al. find a way to overcome this limitation. The problem is that the

previous solution try to mimic the behavior of the entire model. The idea of the

authors is to consider not globally all the predictions, but only the predictions that

are local to the particular prediction they want to explain. They learn an interpretable

model only locally around the prediction of interest [88]. They introduce the concepts

of locally faithful: an explanation to be meaningful must correspond to how the

model behaves in the vicinity of the instance being predicted. The model does not

behave in the same way for all the predictions and this is a common situation in

complex application. For Big Data problem, finding a global model is often unfeasible;

the data are so sparse and heterogeneous that the model behaves very differently for

different data. Describing a prediction only considering its locality can be the only

possible solution in these cases. The authors underline that local fidelity does not

imply global fidelity; the features that are relevant for a particular prediction may

not be so important for the model as a whole and vice versa [88]. A globally faithful

explanation is instead also locally faithful but obtaining it is problematic, in particular

for complex models, as already described.

The method proposed by Ribeiro et al provides explanations of individual pre-

dictions for any classifier. Even if the explanations are for single predictions, the

authors state that through representative single explanations it is possible to have

also a global understanding on how the model works. This is important because,

if users have insights on how the model works, they can decide if they can trust

it or not. In addiction, if users do not trust the model because it presents some

questionable behaviors, they can study these insights and debug the model [21, 88].

In order to understand how the explanation for a given instance is provided by

LIME, some definitions have to be specified:

• g : the authors define g a model taken from a class of potential interpretable

model G, that is g ∈ G [88]. g can be for example a classification tree, a rule-

based system, a linear model. These models are defined potentially interpretable

because there is always to take into account the complexity-interpretability
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trade-off. As an example, even if a decision tree is usually referred as inter-

pretable, if it is too large or if it has many nodes and so if it is very complex, it

is actually non understandable by humans. g has for this reason to be simple

enough to be comprehended and so its complexity has to minimized.

• Ω(g) : this term is used as has a measure for complexity in order to evaluate

the interpretability [88]. The more the model is complex, and so Ω(g) is high,

the less the model is understandable. This way for measuring interpretability

was already discussed in section 2.3.1. Interpretability is evaluated using a

quantitative approach and it is estimated through the size of the model g. For

a decision tree the size can be the number of nodes or its depth, for a linear

model the number of non-zero elements, for a rule-based system the number of

rules [14, 40].

• f : it is the model to be explained and it takes instances with d attributes and

it provides for each one the class to which the instance belong, f: Rd → R.

f(x) is the probability that the instance x belongs to the relevant class; the

explanations are computed for each class separately in case of multi-class input

data [88]. f can be any model because the solution proposed by Ribeiro et al.

is model-agnostic.

• πx(z): used to express the locality between the instance x to be explained and

a generic instance z [88]. It is a proximity measure: the greater is this term,

the more z is near x.

• L(f, g, πx): it is “a measure of how unfaithful g is in approximating f in the

locality defined by πx” [88]. The purpose is to minimize this terms because we

want that g is able to mimic well the behavior of the model locally.

Once that all these terms have been described, it is possible to illustrate how the

explanation provided by LIME is computed. The goal is to have a model g that

at the same time approximate well the model f locally around the instance x to be

explained but also that is interpretable enough to be understandable by humans [88].

So the point is to minimize at the same time L(f, g, πx) and Ω(g). The explanation

ξ(x) of an instance x is computed by LIME in the following way [88]:

ξ(x) = argmin
g ∈ G

L(f, g, πx) + Ω(g)
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Figure 4.3: In blue and pink it is represented a black box model that we want to
explain. The linear model, represented by a line, approximates it in the locality of
the instance to be explained, represented by the bold red cross [88].

The interpretable model g learns the local behavior of f near the instance to

be explained using as training set perturbed samples. The original instance x is

perturbed randomly obtaining a set of perturbed instances. These instances as then

labelled using the original model f. In order to consider also the locality, these samples

are weighted using the measure πx. The sample instances that are near the instance

x will have an higher weight with respect to the far away instances [88].

Ribeiro et al. presented an illustration to describe what is the intuition of LIME

[88], figure 4.3. In blue and pink there is the representation of the function f, consid-

ered as a black-box by the algorithms. The function f can be very complex, non-linear

(as in the picture) and for this reason a simple interpretable model is not able to mimic

it globally. The bold red cross represents the instance x that has to be explained.

This instance x is then perturbed and the generated instances are then labelled using

f and weighted based on their proximity to the original instance. In the picture,

this is represented using cross and dots for representing the different class labels and

the different size is for the different weight of each instance: the more a perturbed

instance is near x, the more it is important. These perturbed instances are then

used for training the interpretable model g, in the example a linear one represented

through a dashed line. The interpretable model is able to simulate the behavior of

the black-box model f only locally and can provide an explanation for the particular

instance x.
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As already mentioned, the explanation is faithful only locally around x, not glob-

ally. In addiction, this solution has problems if also in the locality of x is highly

non-linear and in this case a linear or in general an interpretable model may not be

able to learn the local behavior [88].

Ribeiro et al. evaluate the utility of the explanations provided by LIME also

through user-based surveys [88]. User-based surveys, as already discussed in section

2.3.2, are considered as the best solution for evaluating the interpretability, because

of its intrinsic subjective nature. In their experiments, the authors illustrate how the

explanations can provide insights on the behavior of the model and on the data and

that this can help also to debug the model itself.

Figure 4.4: [87]

In a first experiment, they performed a text classification using as classifier a

Support Vector Machine, SVM, with RBF kernel and as as data set a subset of the

twenty newsgroup data set, accessible through the UCI Machine Learning Repository

[63]. The classifier had to differentiate the documents that were related to “Chris-

tianity” and the ones to “Atheism”. Even if the classifier achieved an accuracy of

94%, through the inspection of the explanations provided by LIME, it was possible

to notice that there was something wrong. An example of explanation is presented

in figure 4.4. On the right there is the document to be explained, labelled by the

classifier as referring to “Atheism” and in blue the words that are most relevant for

this prediction are highlighted [87]. The explanation showed that the most relevant

words were “Posting”, “Host”, “NNTP” and “edu” that have no connection with

“Atheism” or “Christianity” and so it can be argued that they are not good discrim-

inant features for the classification [88]. Once that this irregularity on the model’s
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behavior was highlighted, researches had the possibility to analyze it and investi-

gate on its origin. They found that the problem was that these words were present

in almost all the training data labelled as “Atheism” and so the classifier wrongly

learned that these words were important for this class [88]. This is an example of

how interpretability is important also because it allows the debugging of the model.

The accuracy measure instead is not in general an indicative element of the behavior

of the model in real-applications [88]. The explanations give insights on the model

internal behavior and in case of problems experts have the opportunity to fix the

them. In the example showed, the authors suggest as as solution to clean the dataset

in order to remove the features that do not generalize well [88].

Figure 4.5: On the left, an example of image provided during the experiment, repre-
senting an husky misclassified as a wolf. On the right, the corresponding explanation
provided by LIME [88]. The explanation indicates as determining for the prediction
of the image to the class “wolf” the snow in the background.

The authors made another experiment to show that explanations can lead to

insights into classifiers. The authors’ goal was to demonstrate that, through explana-

tions, it was possible to find unwanted or spurious correlations. For this reason, they

intentionally trained a bad classifier that had to differentiate between images with

wolves and images with huskies. The authors on purpose trained the classifiers with

images such that all the images of wolves presented snow in the background, while for
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the huskies the snow was not present [88]. During the experiment, they presented at

first 10 images with the classifier’s prediction. Among them, two were misclassified

images: one of a wolf without snow in the background, the other of an husky with the

snow. The participants had to indicate if they trust the model or not, why and are

was the distinguishing characteristics between the two classes that, in their opinion,

the classifier has been learned [88]. Among the 27 participants, 10 trusted the model

and 12 indicated the snow as a potential distinguishing feature. In the second part

of the experiment, the images were presented with their explanation; an example of

them is proposed in figure 4.5. The explanation is built from the original image where

only the parts considered determining for the class prediction are present [88]. After

examining the explanation, only 3 of them still trusted the model and most of them,

25 of 27, recognized the snow as determining. This experiment shows that through

explanations the users can understand why the predictions are made and they can

decide if they can trust not only single predictions but also the model as a whole [88].

4.2.2 Feature Contribution

Kononenko et al. propose a solution for explaining a single prediction through the

decomposition of it into the contributions of each attribute [90, 95]. Their intuitive

idea is to estimate how each feature’s value contributes to the prediction by deleting

it and then observing if and how the prediction changes. If the prediction changes

by deleting a particular feature’s value, it means that this value for that feature is

important for determining the prediction [90]. The importance of each feature’s value

is estimated by looking at how the probability of the class value changes if this feature

is not taken into account. The more is the change, the more is the contribution of

this feature’s value.

More formally, the authors define f as a generic classification model that takes as

input an instance and returns a numerical value that corresponds to the probability

of the class value, f: x → f(x), [90]. The model can be any classifier because the

solution proposed is model-independent. Ai is a generic attribute of the instance x for

which we want to provide an explanation. The idea is to observe, for each attribute

Ai with value ak, how the prediction changes if we do not consider it [90]. The term

f(x\Ai) is the probability of the class value for x without the knowledge of the value

of Ai. In order to compute the importance of the value’s ak of Ai, we can see how the

probability of the class value changes and so we have to compare f(x) with f(x\Ai).

The influence of each attribute’s value is so estimated in the following way [90]:
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predDiffi(x) = f(x) - f(x\Ai)

The greater is the difference, the greater is the contribution of the attribute Ai with

value ak in the determination of the class value. The authors indicate different pos-

sibilities to actually compute the “prediction difference”.

One possibility is to use directly the difference between probabilities [90]:

probDiffi(x) = p(y | x) - p(y | x\Ai)

where y is the target class and p(y | x) is the probability of the instance x to belong

to the class y.

Another way proposed by the authors is based on the notion of information [93] and

called information difference [90]. It is defined as:

infDiffi(x) = log2 p(y | x) - log2 p(y | x\Ai)

Most of classification models returns for each instance to be classified not only the

predicted label but also directly the probabilities of the instance to belong to each

possible class. The term p(y | x) in these cases can so be easily obtained. Other

models instead do not provide directly the class membership probabilities; in these

cases the p(y | x) can be still computed using probability calibration [75, 115].

The computation of p(y | x\Ai) is instead more problematic [90]. We have to

compute the probability of x to belong to the class y without the knowledge of

the value of the attribute Ai. In other words, we have to delete the attribute and

recompute the probability. One possibility is to remove the feature from the complete

data set, re-train the whole model and classify the instance to be explained x without

these feature, obtaining the probability [108]. The issue is that the re-train of the

model has to be done for a number of times equals the number of attributes of the

dataset. It is very problematic: the number of attributes can be high and the training

of all these models can require too much time. In addiction, these new models are

different to the one for which we want to provide the explanations and so we can argue

that comparing the probabilities in this way is not adequate because the probabilities

are obtained from two different models. The other possibility is to substitute the

value ak of the attribute Ai with an unknown value or a NA value, not available [108].

In this way, there is no need of re-training the model, adding inaccuracy. The problem

is that only few models, as Naive Bayes, support the omission of features using these

special values [108]. Consequently, this approach can be considered too limited and

not general enough to be applied in a model-agnostic method.
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For all these reasons, the authors propose a way for approximating the elimination

of a feature value considering all the possible values that this feature can assume,

weighted by the prior probability of the value [90]:

p(y | x\Ai) =
mi∑
s=1

p(Ai = as) p( y |x← Ai = as) =

The term p(Ai = as) is the prior probability of the value. p( y |x ← Ai = as)

instead is the probability for the class y of the instance x when the attribute Ai has

value as [90]. This replacement is done for all the possible values that the attribute

Ai can assume, mi times. In case of continuous attributes, they are firstly discretized.

The prediction difference is computed for all the attributes Ai and in this way the

contribution of each attribute Ai for the particular explanation of the instance x is

obtained.

Figure 4.6: Example of explanation proposed by Kononenko et al. for a first class,
adult, male passenger in the Titanic dataset, assigned by the SVM model to the class
“survived=no” [90]. In dark grey, the contribution of each attribute’s value to the
prediction, in light grey the average for all the instances with that particular value.
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The authors propose also a visualization method to represent the explanation using

a horizontal bar plot [90]. On the vertical axis there is the name of the attribute Ai

and the value it assumes for the instance that has to be explained. On the horizontal

axis instead there is, for each attribute, the contribution of that particular attribute

and value to the prediction, computed as already described through the prediction

difference. An example of explanation is shown in figure 4.6. The dataset used in

this example is the “titanic” one, where the information of the passengers and if

they survived or not are collected. The classifier has to predict the survival of a

passenger, and so the labels are “yes” or “no” and the features are the status, that is

the travelling class (first, second, third, crew), the age (adult or child) and sex (male

or female). In the example, the explanation is for the prediction for one adult male

passenger of the first class provided by a Support Vector Machine model. The SVM

predicts a chance of survival of the 22%, p(survived=yes | x)=0.22, for this instance

x and so the model assigns x to the class “no”. In the figure 4.6, the contribution of

each attribute’s value is presented and the bar plot is built with respect to the class

“yes”, that we can call the target class. If an attribute’s value contributes positively

to the target class, the bar is on the right side, associated with a positive value; if

instead the value has a negative influence to the target class, the bar is on the left

side, with a negative value [90]. In the example, “sex=male” and “age=adult” have

a negative influence, as highlighted by the darker bar. It means that the instance x is

labeled with the class “survived=no” because the passenger is adult and male. The

thinner bars, in light grey, represent the average contribution for the corresponding

attribute value over all the training instances [90]. These contributions express the

trend of attributes’ values. In the example in figure 4.6, it is possible to note that

“sex=male” and “age=adult” have in general a negative impact, while “status=first”

has in general a positive one [90].

The approach illustrated allows to easily understand what is the contribution of

each feature in the prediction. The graphical representation is simple and can be

comprehended also by non machine learning experts. This is particularly important,

as already mentioned, because explaining why a particular decision is made by a

model can allows users to trust the prediction or not and so they can decide if apply

the decision or not [88].

The problem of this solution is that the contributions to the explanations are

computed considering only one attribute at the time. If instead it is the change of

more of one attribute at time that determines a change also in the prediction, the

methodology described is not able to evaluate the influence of attributes’ values [90].
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As an example, suppose that we have a data set with binary features and the class

label is determined by the conjunction of two of them and so the class is equal to A1

OR A2 [108]. Suppose also that we want to explain the instance where A1=1 and

A2=1 and so the class label is 1. In this case, the prediction do not change if we

change only one attribute at the time because 1 OR 0 is still 1. The contribution of

A1=1 and A2=1 is so estimated as null. This is obviously incorrect, their contribution

should be not null and equal because they both contributes to the class assignation.

The authors present in their works different solutions to resolve this problem [108].

In particular, they propose a method that extends the computation of the contribution

considering also the interaction that each attribute has with the others. The idea is so

to change not only one attribute at the time and see how the prediction changes, but

also change subsets of attributes and observe their influence [108]. The contribution

of each attribute is computed taking into account all its possible interaction with the

other attributes. The possible ways to compute the “prediction difference” presented

previously consider only one attribute at the time. Kononenko et al. proposed for

this reason another way to compute the contribution of each attribute. They define

the prediction difference as [108]:

∆Q = p(y | xQ) - p(y | x∅)

Q is a the subspace of the d-dimensional instance space, where only some of the

features are considered and x is the instance that we want to explain. p(y | x∅) is the

prior probability for the class y, because it is the prediction using no features. p(y | xQ)

is instead the predicted probability for the instance x to belong to the class y where

we have knowledge of only a subset of the features, all the other features not included

in Q are omitted. This term can be evaluated as previously described. The omission

of the values not in Q can be computed re-training the model without considering

them or substituting them with all the possible values that they can assume, weighted

by their frequency. The prediction difference computed in this way takes into account

the combined effect of the values of the attributes in Q. The authors also define the

interaction contribution [108]:

IQ = ∆Q −
∑

W⊂Q
IW

The point is that, in order to estimate the contribution of each subset, we have to

not consider also the interactions of the subsets of it, otherwise we overestimate its

contribution. Transforming this equation we can note that the prediction difference
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∆Q is the sum of all the interaction contributions that derive from all the subsets of

x. Finally, the contribution of the i-th feature’s value is computed in the following

way:

πi =
∑

W⊆{1,2,...d} ∧ i∈W

IW
|W |

The contribution of an attribute’s value is the sum of all the interactions in which

the attribute is involved. The interaction in the sum is weighted by the number of

features that are in the subset considered, W. The contribution πi is computed for

each attribute Ai. The greater is πi, the more the value assumed by the attribute

Ai in the instance that we want to explain is important in determining the class

[108]. Using this approach to compute the contribution of each attribute is possible

to overcome the problem of estimating the influence when more than one feature

jointly determines the class.

In figure 4.7, there is a comparison, illustrated through a particular example,

between the approach already described and the ones previously described that is not

able to handle disjunctive concepts. The example shows the explanation provided by

Figure 4.7: Explanations of a SVM prediction for an instance of the sphere data set.
On the right there is the explanation provided by the methods that do not consider
features’ interactions and in fact it assigns null contribution to each attribute [90]. On
the left there is the improved method that is able to handle also disjunctive concepts.
It assigns a negative contribution to the relevant features I1, I2, I3 [96, 108].
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these two methods for a particular instance of the sphere data set. The sphere data

set is an artificial data set designed by the Kononenko et al. to test and validate their

explanation methods. The relationship between the attributes and the class label of

these data sets are known and so it is possible to more easily confront the explanations

provided with the “true explanation” [90]. The sphere data set in particular has

five attributes: three are the coordinates in a three-dimensional space while two are

instead random values [108]. The data set represents a sphere with radius 0.5 and

centered in (0.5, 0.5, 0.5). The class label instead is 1 if the instance is within the

sphere, 0 otherwise. In the example, the instance to explain is a point that is outside

the sphere and the SVM classifier correctly assigned it to the class 0. On the right

of the figure 4.7, there is the explanation provided by the method firstly illustrated:

this approach consider only one attribute at the time and it is not able to correctly

compute the contribution of the attributes’ values. These contributions are in fact

estimated as null. On the left instead it is presented the explanation provided by the

method that consider also the interactions of more of one attributes. This method

assigns a negative contributions to the three relevant attributes. There is also a

small contribution of the random value “R1”, indicating that the SVM model has

capture also some noise [96]. This solution has however a great drawback. In order to

compute the influence of features interaction, we have to examine how the prediction

changes for each possible subset of the features’ values [108]. This means that the

power set of feature values has to be computed in order to estimate the contribution

πi of each attribute’s value. This computation has an exponential time complexity

and this is a great obstacle for its the application. The authors proposed different

solutions to overcome this problem. Some are based on feature selection methods: the

idea is to reduce the number of features in order to make applicable the computation

of attributes’ contributions [108]. They also propose an approximation algorithm

based on sampling-based approximation [107, 95]. The issue of this solution is that

the approximation is related to the data characteristic, as for example the features’

variance, and not to the characteristic of the model itself.
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Chapter 5

A novel explanation method

In this section, a new methodology to explain single predictions is presented. The

solution proposed is model-agnostic and so it is able to explain the predictions of any

classifier. This approach was inspired by some of the works described in the previous

chapter. In particular, the incentive was to overcome the problem of the exponential

time complexity of the solution proposed by the authors Kononenko et al. [108].

In their works, as already described in section 4.2.2, the starting point was to

compute the influence that each value attribute, for a particular instance x to explain,

has in determining the predicted class value. This is done by deleting one attribute’s

value at the time and then seeing how the prediction changes [90]. If the prediction

changes, the attribute’s value is relevant for the determination of the class. The

problem is that in this way it is not possible to evaluate the attributes’ contributions

if it is the change of more of one attributes at the time that affects the prediction

value. In order to resolve this issue, the authors proposed another methodology

that is able to manage also disjunctive concepts. Their idea is to consider how the

prediction changes when more of one attributes is deleted and then all these features

interactions are combined to compute for each attribute’s value its contribution [108].

The problem of this solution is that, in order to evaluate the features interaction, it

has to be computed the power set of features values. It means that if the instance

to explain is of dimension d, 2d subsets have to be considered. The computation

of the power set has an exponential time complexity and so the application of this

method can be unfeasible in some practical uses where the attributes are many [108].

Kononenko et al. in more recent papers, proposed different solutions to overcome this

problem with sampling-based approximation [107]. The approximations are quasi-
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random and adaptive, based on the characteristic of the data as feature’s variance

[95].

Our idea is, rather than approximating the features contribution through a sam-

pling based only on data properties, to select only those subsets of feature’s values

that are relevant for the particular prediction that we want to explain. In this way,

the drawback of the exponential time complexity due to the power set computation

is overcome because only the subsets considered as determining for the prediction

are considered. The relevant subsets for a prediction are estimated looking at the

locality of the prediction itself. Inspiring is for us the work of Ribeiro et al., already

described in section 4.2.1. They propose a method for explaining the prediction of

any classifier, learning an interpretable model only on the locality of the prediction

to be explained [88]. The local interpretable model obtained is then directly used to

estimate what are the important factors that determine the prediction. The factors

can be the features of tabular data, words for a text classification or parts of an im-

age. In our work, the local interpretable model is instead learned in the locality of the

prediction that we want to explain in order to obtain what are the subsets that are

determining for the prediction. In this way, the problem of the power computation

is overcome because we only considered the relevant subsets and only for them we

compute their jointly influence to the prediction. The local model reflects how the

model behaves in the vicinity of the prediction to be explained. Consider a local

zone instead of the entire data in fact makes the method extensible also to Big Data

applications where a global model is difficult to obtain. In Big Data problems in fact,

data are so sparse, various and high-dimensional that a global model could be not

only unfeasible to be comprehended but also learned. A local and interpretable model

trained only on the locality of a particular prediction instead is a simpler problem

and it allows to underline what are the important features that are relevant for that

particular decision. In addiction, understanding why particular decisions are made

could also provide insights on the internal working of the global model [88].

In the following section, a detailed description of our method is formally presented.

5.1 Definition of the explanation method

Let be χ a data set with d attributes {A1, A2, ..., Ad} and n instances. f is a generic

classification model whose predictions we want to explain. f can be any classifier be-

cause the explanation method we propose is model-agnostic. It means that it treats
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the model as a black box [88]. A model-independent approach has great advantages,

as already discussed in chapter 4. We can explain the prediction of any classifier,

without the need of knowing of what are the characteristics of the classification al-

gorithm, how it is implemented or on what it bases the classification decisions. In

addition, the explanations can be provided in the same form and this allows an easy

comparison of how the decisions are made by different classifiers. The model f is able,

given an instance x ∈ χ, to assign it to a specific class c ∈ C and should provide also

class probabilities. The class probability is the probability that the instance x belongs

to a particular class. For each class c in C, the model has to return P(y=c | x), i.e.

the probability that x belongs to the class c. So the model f can be any classifier

with the limitation that it has to provide also the class probabilities. Many machine

learning methods are naturally able to do it; they are called probabilistic classifiers.

This kind of classifier not only outputs the class to which an instance belongs but also

the probabilities for the instance to belong to each class c ∈ C. Examples of naturally

probabilistic classifiers are Naive Bayes, Multilayer Perceptron and logistic regres-

sion. Others machine learning classifiers, as Support Vector Machine, are not but

there are some post-modeling methods that allow to obtain posterior probabilities.

These methods are called probability calibration methods and they can be used not

only for those models that do not support naturally probability prediction but also

for better calibrate the probabilities provided, as the ones of Naive Bayes classifiers

that are affected by the independence assumption [75, 109].

The model f so, naturally or through probability calibration, is a function f : χ→
[0,1]k that for each instance x ∈ χ returns the probabilities to belong to each possible

class, where k is the number of classes. In our work, we present the explanation for

a single prediction with respect to only one class at the time and so we define f(x) as

the probability of x to belong to the target class c, P(y=c | x).

The data set χ is used for training the model f. Given an instance x, our method

provides an explanation that shows what are the features that influence the prediction

for that specific model. In particular, we can distinguish between an instance that

was used for training the model and a new one. It could be interesting not only to

explain why a decision is made by the model for an new instance that we want to

label but also to provide an explanation of an already learned instance that can show

what the model has learned during the training from that particular instance.

Our goal is now to understand what are the subsets of features’ values that are

relevant for the prediction of the particular instance x. Considering only these subsets
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instead of the complete power set allows to overcome the problem of the exponential

time complexity. For this reason, our idea is to train a local interpretable model that

is able to directly output what are the relevant subsets. The interpretable model is

trained only on the locality of the prediction of x. It has to mimic the behavior of

the model f not globally but only around x.

The training data for learning the local model are generated considering the K

instances that are nearest to the instance x that we want to explain. The locality is

estimated using a distance metric, as the Euclidean, the Hamming or the Mahalanobis

distance. The choice of the parameter K is important because it affects the generated

model. It can be difficult to select this parameter a priori because it depends on

the data. Some heuristics can be used to estimate K, similar to the ones used for

estimate the parameter K of the k-Nearest Neighbors classifier [11]. In particular, for

the tuning of the parameter we consider how the local model changes using different

values of K. These K neighbors of the instance x are labeled by the model f. Differently

from the work of Ribeiro et al., the instances in the locality of the prediction to be

explained are not generated perturbing randomly x, but they are instances already

learned by the model f because present in the training set [88].

These K neighbors of the instance x are then used for training the local model.

The local model has to provide what are the important features’ values that are

determinant for the prediction. For this reason, the most appropriate classifiers are

rule-based ones. This kind of classifiers extract classification rules from the training

data and these are then used to classify unlabeled data. Association rules are in the

form X → Y, where X is a set of items, and Y, if the rules are used for classification

purposes, is a class label [1]. An item is a pair (attribute, value) [43] and so these

rules represent the association between pairs of (attribute,value) and a class label.

This is exactly what we are looking for: we want to obtain what are the subsets of

features’ values that are associated with the class label. In our implementation, as

rule-based system we use the classifier L3, Live and Let Live, an associative classifier

that is based on a lazy pruning approach [9]. L3 is so trained with the K neighbors

of the instance x that we want to explain. This local model is used not to classify

data but only for obtaining the rules and, through them, the set of (attribute=value)

that are considered relevant for the classification.

Learning a local model for obtaining the important subsets entails approximating

the estimation of features’ contribution. The point is that we try to capture the

relevant associations learned by a generic model f through another classifier. The
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associative classifier could not be able to mimic the behavior of f well if also in the

locality of x it is complex and highly non-linear [88]. However, we can argue that this

approximation is anyway acceptable. In the work of Kononenko et al., the exponential

time complexity is overcome through sampling-based approximation method [95, 107].

The problem is that the sampling is quasi-random or adaptive and it is based on a

greedy approach, considering data characteristics, as the features’ variance. In our

work instead, the approximation is based on the behavior of the model f itself. We try

to capture, through the associative classifier, what are the relevant features’ values for

f that determine the class label on the locality of x. So the approximation depends

on what the model f has learned and not on general data properties.

Thus, through the local model we retrieve the subsets of significant features’ values

and we refer to these subset with B. We define S as the set of all pairs (attribute, value)

that the instance x to be explained assumes. Instead of computing the contribution

that each possible subsets of S has, we consider only the relevant ones highlighted by

the local model. So, we deal with |B | subsets instead of 2d, that is the cardinality

of the power set P(S), with B ⊆ P(S). The local model should be able to recognize

only the subsets that are determinant for that particular prediction and so should

provide B ⊂ P(S) and with |B | � |P(S) |. Obviously, this depend on many factors:

the data, the number of features, the model f, the parameter K and on how the local

model is able to mimic f in the locality of the instance x.

Once that the B subsets are provided, we can estimate the features’ contribution.

In order to compute them, in our work we use the definitions illustrated by the

authors Kononenko et al., with few variations [90, 108]. The aim is to explain a

single prediction of the model f. The explanation, in our approach, has to highlight

what is the influence of each feature’s value in the determination of the class. The idea

of Kononenko et al., taken up in our work, is to estimate the influence changing one

or more attributes at the time and then seeing how the prediction changes: the more

the probability for a particular class changes, the more the values of the attributes

changed are important for the prediction [90]. The effect is observed removing these

attributes from the instance and confronting it with the prediction where all the

attributes are considered. The authors Kononenko et al. defined this as prediction

difference [90]:

predDiffi(x) = f(x) - f(x\Ai)

where f(x) is the prediction for x to belong to a particular target class, when all the

attributes’ values are considered. This term is compared to f(x\Ai) that is the predic-
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tion for x without the knowledge of the value of the attribute Ai. This difference is an

indication of the importance of the value of Ai for the prediction for the instance x : a

great difference means also a great importance of the value of Ai in the determination

of the class [90].

We can extend this definition when also the elimination of more of one attribute’s

value is considered:

predDiffi,j,..,k(x) = f(x) - f(x\Ai,Aj,...,Ak)

where Ai,Aj,...,Ak are the attributes whose values have been deleted from the instance

x. Ai,Aj,...,Ak are a subset of the set of features A1,A2,...,Ad and if we refer to this

subset with W the prediction difference can be rewritten as:

predDiffW(x) = f(x) - f(x\W)

The prediction difference can be evaluated in different ways [90]. In our work, it

is directly computed considering the probabilities of belonging to a particular class y :

predDiffW(x) = probDiffW(x) = p(y | x) - p(y | x\W)

where p(y | x\W) is the probability for the class value y of the instance x without

the knowledge of the attributes’ values in the subset W.

It is still to be clarified how to omit one or more values’ attributes of x, in order

to estimate p(y | x\W). There are several options, as illustrated by Kononenko et al.

in their researches [90, 108].

The first way is to replace the values of the attributes Ai,Aj,...,Ak that we want

to omit with special unknown values as NA, i.e. not available, don’t care, don’t know

[90]. The problem of this approach is that only few machine learning methods are able

to deal with unknown values, as the Naive Bayes classifier; other methods instead do

not handle naturally these special values. In our work, we do not use this approach for

that very reason. It is not general but only applicable to few models. The explanation

method that we propose has the aim to provide explanations for any classifier, using

a model-agnostic approach, and so we do not want to restrict its application to only

some specific models.

The second possibility is to re-train the whole model, using as training data the

data set χ where the attributes Ai,Aj,...,Ak in the subset W that we want to omit are

removed [108]. After the training, we obtain a new model f ’ and we use it to estimate

p(y | x\Ai,Aj,...,Ak). In this case, the new model already considers only the features
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that are not in the subset W and so we do not have to deal with special unknown

values. This approach has however great disadvantages. Firstly, the model has to be

re-trained for a number of times equal to the cardinality of B, that is the number of

subsets considered relevant by the local model. The local model allows us to consider

only the subsets B, the important ones for the prediction, and not all the entire power

set. Even with this optimization, the number of times that the model has to be re-

trained can be still too high. In addiction, the model re-training is a problem when

many and high-dimensional data are involved, as in case in Big Data applications.

For these drawbacks, this approach is not applied in our explanation method. Our

goal is to provide a general solution, also applicable to Big Data problems.

The third approach, the one that is used in our work, consists on approximating

the elimination of one or more attributes with a sort of weighted average value. This

approach was proposed by Kononenko et al. for the omission of only one attribute at

the time but it can be extended for more attributes [90]. Their idea was to estimate

the elimination of an attribute Ai with value as with all the possible values that it

can assume and weight the prediction with the prior probability that Ai assume that

possible value [90]. The term p(y | x\Ai) can be computed in the following way [90]:

p(y | x\Ai) =
mi∑
s=1

p(Ai = as) p( y |x← Ai = as)

x← Ai = as is the instance x where the value of the attribute Ai is replaced with

the value as. So we estimate the probability for the class y of the instance x when the

attribute Ai has value ai. This is done for all the possible that the attribute Ai can

assume, mi times. These probabilities are weighted by p(Ai = as) that is the prior

probability that Ai assumes the value as.

This can be generalized for the omission of more or one attribute at the time. We

have to consider the combination of all possible values that the attributes we want

to omit can assume and then weight it. In this way, we are able to estimate the

prediction difference also for subsets of attributes.

This approach can also be used for continuous attributes. In this case, we have

at first to proceed with the discretization of the numerical attributes, splitting them

into sub-intervals [90].

Using this approach, we are able to compute the prediction difference as a dif-

ference of probabilities when only one attribute is omitted, probDiffi(x), or more,

predDiffi,j,..,k(x) = probDiffW(x), with Ai,Aj,...,Ak=W. We compute the prediction

difference for each attributes and for each subset considered as important by the

local model, the set of relevant subsets B.
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Our goal is to estimate the contribution of each attribute in the determination of

the class. The contribution of the attribute Ai is composed by the single contribution

of the attribute, probDiffi(x), but also by all the contributions that derive on how this

particular attribute’s value interacts with other attributes and this can be derived

from all the probDiffW(x) where Ai is involved, Ai ∈ W. We have so to estimate how

the attributes considered interact. The authors Kononenko et al. refer to this quantity

as interaction contribution [108]. They define the quantity prediction difference as

the sum of all these contributions IH [108]:

predDiffW =
∑

H⊆W
IH

The prediction difference for the set W is composed by all the interactions not only

of the set W itself but also by the interactions of its subsets. The interaction con-

tribution IW is an estimation of how the features’ values in the set W contribute

together in the prediction. The authors derive the definition of IW from the one of

predDiffW, recursively: 
IW = predDiffW −

∑
H⊂W

IH

I{} =0
(5.1)

The idea is that, in the evaluation of the contribution of the interaction of the

features’ values in W, we don’t have to take into account also the interactions of its

subsets. If for example W ={A1, A2}, we want to estimate how the attributes A1, A2

jointly contribute to the prediction, I{1,2}, and we do not have to consider how the

attribute A1 and A2 alone determine the prediction and so we have to subtract the

terms I1 and I2. The single interaction contribution, i.e. the interaction contribution

of a single attribute Ai, is indicated with the term I i and it is equal to the prediction

difference predDiffi itself because the contribution of an empty set is 0, I{} =0. The

interaction contributions are estimated only for the subsets of the features space

considered relevant. The local model trained in the locality of the instance x that

we want to explain returns the set of subsets B, the subsets of features’ values that

are determinants for the prediction. In this way, we have to compute the interaction

contributions of only |B | instead of 2d, that is the cardinality of the complete power

set of features’ values.

Once that the relevant interaction contributions of the subsets in B and all the sin-

gle interaction contributions are computed, it remains to estimate for each attribute’s

value what is its contribution to the prediction. The authors Kononenko et al. define
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this quantity as πi and it is the contribution of the i -th feature’s value [108]. This

quantity is computed considering all the interaction contributions in which the i -th

feature’s value takes part and these are weighted considering the number of features

value involved in the interaction. Adapting the definition to our work, we compute

πi as follow:

πi = I i +
∑

W⊆B ∧ i∈W ∧ |W |>1

IW
|W |

We compute πi for each attribute’s value of the instance x to be explained. This

values represents how the feature’s value is relevant for determining the class: the

greater is πi, the more the value of the attribute Ai determines the class. These

individual attribute contributions can be visualized through a bar plot representation,

following the visualization method proposed by Kononenko et al., already presented in

section 4.2.2 [90]. Each representation is build for explaining the prediction of a model

f for particular instance x, with respect to a particular target class y. In the vertical

axis, the attributes and their corresponding value are presented. In the horizontal

axis instead there is the corresponding πi contribution. A positive contribution means

that the corresponding attribute’s value has a positive influence on the determination

of the class. A negative one instead means that it speak against the prediction for

that particular target class.

The explanations provided by our method are dependent on the instance x that

we want to explain, on the model f that make the prediction and also on the target

class [90].

It is instance dependent because obviously we have different explanation results

for different instances. The explanation has to report what are the feature’s values

that are relevant for the prediction of the particular instance that we want to explain.

It is model dependent because the explanation should reflect what are the impor-

tant factors for the particular model f that made the prediction and so why that

model has made that particular decision. Different models work and learn differently

and so their explanations are different too.

Finally, our explanations are class dependent because the features’ values that

are important for a class may be irrelevant for another one, and vice versa. This is

particularly true for multi-class problems, while for two class problems the influences

are complementary. In this last case, the features’ values that have a positive influence

with respect to a class have instead a negative one with respect to the other, and vice

versa.
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5.2 An illustrative example

In this section, an illustrative example of how our explanation method works is pre-

sented. The data set used is the MONK’s Problems Data Set and in particular the

“Monk1” data set [63]. The data set is composed by 6 discrete attributes a,b,c,d,e,f

and the class label can assume value 1 or 0. The relationship between the attributes

and the class value is known: the class is 1 if a=b or if e=1, 0 otherwise.

This data set is particular appropriate to be used not only as an explanatory ex-

ample but also for checking if the explanations provided for the instances are coherent

with the expected results. Since we know the true association between attributes and

class, we can compare the explanation provided, related to a particular instance x

and predicted by a particular model f, with the “true explanation”.

As a first example, we train a multilayered feed-foward artificial neural network

(ANN) using the Monk1 data set. Let be x = (a=1, b=1, c=2, d=3, e=1, f=2) the

instance that we want to explain. We know that the “true class” is equal to 1 because

a=b and e=1, and so both a, b and e in this case are important for the prediction.

The ANN correctly predicts the class label as 1 with probability p(class=1|x) equal

to 0.999. In order to estimate what are the relevant subsets of features’ values that

are relevant for the ANN we need to train the local model in the locality of the

instance x. So we select the K instances that are nearest to x, using in this case the

Euclidean distance. As already discussed in the previous section, the parameter K

is problematic, because its choice affects the resultant local model and so also the

explanation. In this example, after a tuning phase, K is set to 25.

The K neighbors of x are used for training the associative classifier L3. The

local model has to highlight what are the important sets of attribute=value that are

relevant for the prediction of the instance x. It has to mimic the behavior of the ANN

only in the locality of the prediction.

The local model returns the following association rules:

{e=1} → class=1

{a=1, b=1} −→ class=1

that is that if e=1 then the instance is assigned to the class 1 or also if a and b

are both equal to 1. The local model reflects locally the ANN. These relationships

are indeed the ones that, based on our knowledge of the Monk1 ’s problem, should

determine the class. Now that the relevant subsets have been determined, we can

compute the contribution of each attribute’s value to the prediction.
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As an example, the prediction difference for the attribute a with value 1 is com-

puted as follow:

predDiffa(x) = p(y | x) - p(y | x\a)

where the term p(y | x\a) indicate the prediction for x without the knowledge of

the attribute a. As described in the previous section, the omission of one or more

attributes is estimated through a weighted average. The value a in the data set

Monk1 can assume 3 possible values: 1, 2 or 3. So the term p(y | x\a) is equal to:

p(y | x\a) =
3∑

s=1

p( a = as) p( y |x← a = as)=

p( a = 1) p( y |x← a = 1) + p( a = 2) p( y |x← a = 2) + p( a = 3) p( y |x← a = 3)

where the p( y |x ← a = as) is the prediction with respect to the class y for the

instance x where the value of a is replaced with as, i.e. one of the possible values it

can assume. For the computation of the contribution of the attribute a we have also

to take into account the subsets highlighted by the local model in which a takes part:

{a=1, b=1}. So we’ve at first to compute the prediction difference of {a=1, b=1},
considering that also b can assumes only the values 1, 2 and 3:

predDiffa,b(x) = p(y | x) - p(y | x\a,b) = p(y | x) - p( a = 1, b = 1) ·
· ( y |x← a = 1, b = 1) + p( a = 1, b = 2) p( y |x← a = 1, b = 2) + ....+

+ p( a = 3, b = 3) p( y |x← a = 3, b = 3)

In this way we estimate how the prediction changes when both a and b are omitted.

The interaction contribution of {a, b} can so be calculated:

Ia,b = predDiff a,b −
∑

H⊂a,b
IH = predDiff a,b − Ia − Ib

where the single interaction contributions Ia and Ib are equal to predDiffa and predDiffb

respectively. The quantity predDiffb can be computed as previously described, omit-

ting b and considering all the possible values that b can assume and weight it by their

prior probability.

Finally, the contribution of the attribute a with value 1 can be computed. This

quantity is defined as πa and it is measured as follow:

πa = Ia +
∑

W⊆B ∧ i∈W ∧ |W |>1

IW
|W | = Ia +

Ia,b
2
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It is equal to the single interaction contribution Ia plus all the interaction con-

tributions in which the attributes a takes part, weighted by the number of features

involved in the interaction itself. The local model highlights as important only the

subsets {a=1, b=1} and {e=1}, that is B = {{a, b}, {e}}: so in the computation of

πa we have to consider also Ia,b, divided by 2 because two are the features in the

corresponding subset.

The other πi terms are computed analogously. For πb, it is considered again Ia,b

while for the other terms, since the local model does not highlight any interaction for

them, only the single contribution interaction is considered. For example, the term

πe is calculated as:

πe = Ie +
∑

W⊆B ∧ i∈W ∧ |W |>1

IW
|W | = Ie = predDiff e(x)

We obtain a d -dimensional vector of features’ contributions, where d is the number

of features. For each attribute’s value, we have an estimation of its influence in the

determination of the class for the particular instance x.

Figure 5.1: Explanation of a prediction of an artificial neural network from the
Monk1 data set. This representation indicates as relevant the attribute e equals to 1
and with nearly the same importance a and b both equal to 1.
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These contributions are plotted in an horizontal bar plot representation, following

the visualization method proposed by the authors Kononenko et al. [90]. The repre-

sentation is related to the particular prediction x of a particular model f, the ANN

in this example, with respect to a particular class, the class 1.

In figure 5.1, the contributions are presented. As it is easy to notice, the major

contribution to the prediction of x with respect to the class 1 is associated with

e=1. A smaller and nearly equal importance is referred to a=1 and b=1. Since we

know the true relationship between attributes and class values, we can state that

this explanation provided follows it. The explanation in fact is able to underline

that e=1 has a positive influence and the same, but lower, for both a=1 and b=1.

The other attributes’ values instead do not influence the prediction. These last two

contributions are not equal, differently than what we should expect. We can ascribe

this difference to the different values distribution of a and b in the training data set.

As already discussed in the previous section, this explanation depends on the

instance that we want to explain, on the model f and on the target class, that is, the

class to which the contributions are calculated. If we explain the prediction for the

same instance and still with respect to the class 1 but made by another model we

can obtain a different result. The explanation in fact has to capture how the model

behaves in the locality of the instance. Different models works differently and so it

can be different not only the predicted class label but also what are the determining

features’ values that drive the prediction. An example of this statement can be

provided showing the explanation of the same instance x and still built with respect

to the class 1 but classified by the Naive Bayes classifier. In order to estimate the

contributions πi we proceed in the same way, as previously described. We compute

firstly the K neighbors of the instance x and these are labelled by the Naive Bayes

classifier. These K labeled instances are used as training set for the learning of the

local model L3. L3 returns as relevant rules:

{e=1} → class=1

{a=1, c=1, e=2} −→ class=0

The rules are different than the one returned for the artificial neural network. In

particular, only the attribute e equal to 1 is considered determinant for the class 1.

We compute the contributions and we plot them. The results are shown in figure 5.2.

Also the Naive Bayes classifier assigns correctly the instance x to the class 1, but only

because e=1. The attributes’ values of a and b do not contribute positively to the

assignation. Actually, they have a negative, but very small, influence.
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This explanation highlights that the Naive Bayes classifier has not learned the

association that if a=b then class=1. The explanation method in this case successfully

reflects the model behavior. The Naive Bayes classifier is based on the Bayes’ Theorem

but with the assumption of independence between features [70]. Consequently, it is

not able to learn the importance that a and b have together.

Figure 5.2: Explanation of a prediction from the Monk1 data set of a Naive Bayes
classifier. This representation indicate as relevant the attribute e equals to 1.

Providing the explanations in an uniform way allows us to directly compare the

decisions of two or more classifiers. Each representation reflects why a particular

decision has been made by the corresponding classifier. It is so possible to analyze

what are the important factors considered as determinants and investigate if these

follow what we expect. In this illustrative example, the comparison between the

explanations provided and our domain knowledge is elementary because we know

the “true explanation”, i.e. the true association between features and class. In real

application, the true correlations may be still unknown and in some cases machine

learning algorithms are applied indeed with the hope to discover them. In these cases,

the analysis of the relevant attributes’ values has to be supported by experts in the

domain knowledge.

Our explanations are model-agnostic and presented in the same way for every

classifier. This allows an easy comparison, also for non-machine learning experts.
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This is particularly important where machine learning algorithms are applied as a

support for decision making, like for medical diagnosis and loan granting.

In addiction, comparing single predictions of two or more different models allows

to select which is the best one [88]. The two examples, presented in figure 5.1 and 5.2,

already show that the Naive Bayes classifier is not able to capture the true relationship

between the features and the class.

Through other explanations of other instances, we can see if this insight is con-

firmed or not. In figure 5.3, the explanations for another instance are presented. The

instance that we want to explain should be assigned to the class 1 because a=b=3.

The comparison is still between the ANN and NB. In this case, the two models label

differently the instance: the artificial neural network assigns correctly the instance to

the class 1, while the Naive Bayes classifier misclassifies the instance, assigning it to

the class 0. We train two local models, each one on the neighborhood of the instance:

the neighbors of the first one are labeled by the ANN and the ones of the second

are labeled by the NB model. The first local model highlights as relevant the subset

{a=3, b=3} for the class 1, while the second returns as relevant only the term e=4.

Then we compute the contributions and the results are presented in figure 5.3. On

Figure 5.3: Comparison of the explanations of the same instance for two different
classifier, from the Monk1 data set. On the left, figure (a), the ANN correctly classifies
the instance to the class 1, because a=b=3, while the term e=4 has a negative
influence. On the right, figure (b), the instance is misclassified and assigned to the
class 0, because e=4 has a great negative influence.
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the left, there is the explanation of the ANN’s prediction. The instance is assigned

to the class 1 because a=3 and b=3 : these attributes’ values have a positive contri-

bution, nearly equal. The term e=4 instead has a negative contribution; it means

that this term is against the class assignment to 1. The explanation reveals that the

ANN behavior reflects the one expected. The ANN assigns correctly the instance and

because the a and b are equal. It also captures the negative influence of e=4 : being

different to 1, it is against the assignation to the class 1. On the right instead, there

is the explanation for the prediction made by the Naive Bayes classifier. It assigns

the instance to the class 0 because e is equal to 4. The NB model, as already revealed

through the example shown in figure 5.2, is not able to capture the concept of equal-

ity, due to the conditionally independent assumption. For this reason, it misclassifies

the instance and the prediction to 0 is made only because e assumes a value that is

different to 1.

For completeness, we now show what are the explanations of these two model for

the third possible case: both the two conditions for the assignment to the class 1

are not satisfied, that is e!=1 and a!=b. The results are shown in figure 5.4, where

Figure 5.4: Comparison of the explanations of the same instance for two different
classifier, from the Monk1 data set. On the left, figure (a), the ANN correctly recog-
nizes that the terms a=1, b=1 and e=2 have a negative influence with respect the
assignation to the class 0 and so it assigns the instance to the class 0 because of these
terms. On the right, figure (b), the Naive Bayes classifier assigns the instance to the
class 0 principally because e=2.
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the explanation are presented with respect to the class 1. Both the models assign

correctly the instance to the class 0, but, as the figure shows, for different reasons. For

the ANN, the terms e=2, a=1 and b=3 have a negative contributions with respect

to the class 1. It means that these attributes’ values are against the prediction to 1

and so they lead the assignment to 0. The Naive Bayes model instead classifies the

instance to 0 mainly because e=2. This example still shows that the Naive Bayes

has not learned the association “a=b then 1 ”. Only the term a=1 has a negative

influence and in addiction a positive one is assigned to the term d=1.
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Chapter 6

Experiments

In this chapter, some experiments are presented with different aims. On the first

part, the experiments are set up with the goal of testing our explanation method.

The validation of explanation methodologies is very problematic: differently than the

classifier’s validation, we do not know the true explanation. For this reason, in the

first part we present some artificial data set, already introduced by Robnik-Šikonja

and Kononenko to test their explanation method [90]. Being artificial, we know the

true relationship between attributes and class and so we can compare it with the one

highlighted by our explanation method. In addiction, also if the true associations

are known, we have to take into account the model characteristics: classifiers learn

differently because they works differently. As already shown in the previous section

in figure 5.3, the explanation of an prediction made by a Naive Bayes classifier does

not reflect the true explanation. The problem, in this case, is not of the explanation

method itself but of the Naive Bayes classifier: this classifier is not able to deal with

equality concepts and this is reflected also in the explanation. Therefore, the expla-

nations allow us to have insights of the internal working process of the model. In this

way, it is also possible to understand if the model has learned incorrect associations

and so decide to not trust it. Trusting a prediction is very important when the de-

cision is applied in real-world applications [88]. If for example the machine learning

model is used for medical diagnosis, the doctors follows the decision of the model only

if they trust it [21]. As Ribeiro et al. noted, representative explanations of single pre-

diction can allow the comprehension of how the model internally works and decide

whether to trust the model as a whole or not [88]. In addiction, understanding the

problems of a model allows its debugging. Once that the odd or wrong associations

have been highlighted by the explanations, domain experts can investigate them and
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they can try to fix the model. In real-world applications, we do not know the true

explanation. In these cases, the validation, the decision if the model can be trusted

or not and the debugging phase all have to be guided by domain experts.

In the second sections, we apply our explanation method to some data sets avail-

able in the UCI machine learning repository [63]. The data sets chosen do not need

an extended domain knowledge and so they are suitable to be presented, since their

explanations do not need to be supported and validated by domain experts.

The experiments that will be presented in the next sections, both the ones based

on the artificial data sets and the ones on the UCI data sets, illustrate a great ad-

vantage of our method: the comparison between different models. We can show the

explanations of the same instance but predicted by different classifiers in an uniform

way. This allows a direct comparison of what are the features’ values that are rel-

evant for one model and not for another one. Each explanation gives insights of

the model internal working and so we can understand what each model has learned.

The comparison between explanations by different model is extremely important for

choosing which is the best model [88]. Investigating the associations highlighted by

the explanation, we can decide which are consistent with the domain knowledge and

so chose the model that seems more coherent. In the experiments presented, we will

shows that the only classification accuracy is not a good parameter for the choice of

the best model.

6.1 Experiments on artificial data sets

In this section, experiments on artificial data sets will be presented. The utilization

of artificial data sets for evaluating a explanation methods was firstly proposed by the

authors Kononenko et al. [90]. These data sets are on purpose designed for validating

the explanations provided. In classification problems, for evaluating the performances

of classification models, there are different and well known metrics that can be used.

All these metrics are based on the knowledge of the true label. For learning a classifier,

we have a set of labeled data: this can be split in training and set data or more

sophisticated approaches can be used for training and testing the algorithm, as the

cross-validation approach. In both cases, once that the training phase has been

completed, we can test the performances of the model simply comparing the model’s

predictions for new data, that are in the test set, with the true class.
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For evaluating the prediction’s explanations, we do not have such true results,

that are the true explanations. In almost every case, the true association between

attribute values and class value is not known, we only know for each instance which is

the associated label. Classification algorithms are actually in many cases applied on

this purpose: the hope is that classification model is able not only to label correctly

new data, but also to highlight the associations between data and label. But as

already discussed, only interpretable machine learning algorithms are able to provide

why they have made a particular decision and so to indicate associations. In addiction,

“correlation does not imply causation” [79]: this mean that the revealed correlations

may not indicate the true explanation.

For these reasons, the authors Kononenko et. al propose, in order to evaluate

their explanation methods, to use artificial data set [90, 108]. These data sets are on

purpose designed for the validation phase: since the relationship between attributes’

values and class label is known, it is possible to compare the explanations with the

true ones. The validation phase is also tricky in this case. If the explanation provided

by a model f for a particular instance do not follow the true explanation, it does not

straightforwardly imply that the our explanation method does not work properly. A

good instance explanation should reflect why the model f has labeled in that partic-

ular way the instance. So we could have a good explanation also if it is not coherent

with the “true explanation”: the model could have learned the wrong associations

or it could be not able to capture the true ones because of its intrinsic limitations.

An example of this situation has been presented in the previous section: figures 5.2,

5.3 and 5.4 show that the Naive Bayes classifier is not able to deal with situations

where the class label is determined jointly by two attributes, because the Naive Bayes

algorithm is based on the independence assumption between attributes.

In the following part of the section, the artificial data sets used are described,

already proposed by the author Kononenko et al. [90], and then we will show and

compare single explanations provided by different models.

6.1.1 Cross data set

The cross data set is composed of four attributes. The first two attributes X and

Y, are the relevant ones that define the class. These values assumes the form of a

cross, with two possible class value: Red and Blue. The class is Blue if (X-0.5)(Y-

0.5)>0, Red otherwise, as shown in figure 6.1. In addiction to these two relevant

attributes, two random ones, R1 and R2 are added. The true explanation assigns
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equal importance to X and Y, while 0 to R1 and R2 because they are unrelated to

the class [90].

Figure 6.1: Visualization of the two relevant attributes X and Y in the cross data
set.

The four attributes are continuous with values in the interval [0,1]. In our method,

we approximate the omission of one or more attributes for an instance x replacing

that or those attributes with all the possible values that they can assume, weighted

by the values prior probability. When the attributes are continuous, we have firstly to

discretize them. In this case, as also suggested by the authors Kononenko et al. [90],

we use the equal-width discretization, setting to 2 the number of intervals, based on

our knowledge of the problem. The classification and so also the explanations results

strictly depend on the discretization chosen. In this case the choice is easy since we

know how the features are distributed. In real-cases, when we do not have this kind

of prior knowledge, it is suggested to use a fine grained discretization [90].

The explanations depend also on the features distribution: the replaced values that

are used to approximate the elimination of attributes’ values are in fact weighted

by the value prior probability. We can show this comparing the explanations for

two different data sets: one where the attribute value distributions are equal, the

other not. We train an artificial neural network and a decision tree classifier on

the cross data set where the distributions are equal. The decision tree classifier is

interpretable because it generates the classification tree graph that shows how the
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decisions are made. In this case, it can be interesting comparing the explanation

for a prediction made by the tree classifier and the classification tree. In figure 6.2,

the explanations for a particular instance are presented. On the left, there is the

explanation of the prediction made by the artificial neural network classifier (ANN),

on the right the one of the classification tree, trained using as feature selection criteria

the information gain. The two local model trained in the locality of the prediction

with the K neighbors of the instance, labeled by the ANN and by the tree respectively,

both returns as rule:

{D X <= 0.5, D Y > 0.5} → class=Blue

Both the classifiers assign correctly the instance to the class Blue because of the

values of the features D X and D Y , that equally contribute to the prediction, while

the contribution of the 2 random value of D R1 and D R2 are correctly evaluated as

null.

Figure 6.2: Comparison of two explanations for the cross data set - equal distribution.
On the left, there is the explanation of the prediction of the artificial neural network,
on the right of the classification tree classifier. They both correctly recognize as
relevant the features D X <= 0.5 and D Y > 0.5.

In figure 6.3 instead, there are the explanation of the same instance but for the

classifiers learned using the cross data set with not equal feature value distributions.

The instance is still assigned to the class Blue because of the features D X <= 0.5

and D Y > 0.5, but in this case the contribution of D X <= 0.5 and D Y > 0.5

are not equal due to their different frequency in the data set. In addiction, for the

artificial neural network there is a negative, even if almost insignificant, contribution
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of the random feature R2. The decision tree classifier instead is not affected by this

problem. The explanation of the decision tree’s decision in fact correctly reflects the

behavior of the decision tree shown in figure 6.4: the class label is assigned considering

only the attributes in the nodes of the tree, D X and D Y .

Figure 6.3: Comparison of two explanations for the cross data set with non equal
distribution. On the left, there is the explanation of the prediction of the artificial
neural network, on the right of the classification tree classifier. They both correctly
recognize as relevant the features D X <= 0.5 and D Y > 0.5 but with non equal
contribution, due to the fact that their values have not the same frequency in the
cross data set.

6.1.2 Group data set

The group data set is composed by two relevant attributes, disposed as shown in

figure 6.5, that define three different groups and that determine also the class label.

The three class values are Group1, Group2 and Group3, represented in the picture

respectively in blue, red and green. As for the cross data set, we add two random

attributes R1 and R2. The true explanation credits equal importance to the two

relevant features and zero to the random attributes. We need also in this case to

discretize the attributes and we use a discretization with equal width of interval,

splitting the values in 3 sub-intervals [90].

In figure 6.6, two explanations for the same instance from the group data set are

compared. In this example, we applied our explanation method to the prediction of
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Figure 6.4: Visualization of the classification tree, learned from the cross data set.

Figure 6.5: Visualization of the two relevant attributes X and Y in the cross data
set.

the K-Nearest Neighbor classifier (KNN) and of the Random Forest one. Our method

is in fact model-agnostic, i.e. a method applicable to explain the predictions of any

classifier [88]. The local model trained using as training data set the neighbors of the

instance labeled by KNN highlights the rule: {D X = (0.333−0.666], D Y > (0.333−
0.666]} → class=Blue. The local model that has to mimic the local behavior of the

Random Forest model returns instead {D X = (0.333−0.666], D Y > (0.333−0.666]}
→ class=Blue and {D X = (0.333− 0.666], D R2 < 0.333} → class=Blue.
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Both the two classifier assigns correctly the instance to the class Blue but, as

illustrate in figure 6.6, for different reasons. The explanation of the KNN’s prediction

correctly indicates as relevant the attributes’ values D X = (0.333 − 0.666] and

D Y > (0.333 − 0.666]. The non equal contribution of the two attributes’ values is

imputable, as already said for the cross data set, to the different frequency of these

values. The random forest classifier instead assigns the instance to the class Group1

also because of the value of the random attribute D R1 and the contributions of

D X and D Y are remarkably different. The random forest so correctly classifies the

instance but for the wrong reasons.

Figure 6.6: Comparison of two explanations for the group data set. On the left, there
is the explanation of the prediction of the KNN classifier, on the right of the random
forest (RF). The KNN correctly recognizes as relevant the features’ values of D X
and D Y , with slightly the same importance. The random forest classifier instead
considers, incorrectly, as important also the value of the random feature D R1.

6.1.3 Chess data set

The chess data set has two important attributes X and Y that form a 5x5 chessboard,

with color Blue and Red that are the class values, as shown in figure 6.7. Then there

the two random attributes R1 and R2, not linked with the class value. The true

explanation should assigns equal importance to X and Y and zero to the random

values.

In figure 6.8, the comparison of two explanations of the same instance but pre-

dicted by two different classifiers is shown. The example shows that the accuracy

metrics often cannot be considered as the only indicative metric for the choice of the
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Figure 6.7: Visualization of the two relevant attributes X and Y in the chess data
set.

better classifier [21, 88]. We trained an artificial neural network and a random forest

classifier, using the chess data set. The random forest model (RF) outperforms the

neural network. The classification accuracy, (CA), of the random forest, estimated

through K-fold cross validation, is 0.90, while the AUC, that it Area Under the Curve

is 0.95. For the artificial neural network instead the CA is equal to 0.76, while the

AUC is 0.82. The accuracy metrics suggest that the random forest classifier is the

best classifier and so that we would chose and apply it. However, if we look at the

explanation provided for a particular prediction of the random forest model we can

note that it assigns a great negative influence to the random value of the discretized

attribute D R1. It means that its value is against the assignation to the class Blue

and that it lead the prediction to the class Red. Even if the RF classifies correctly

the instance, it gives importance to the random value, while its contribution should

be 0. If instead we look at the explanation for the same instance of the artificial

neural network, we can see that it assigns correctly nearly the same contribution to

the values of D X and D Y and null to the two random values. Since in this toy

example we know the true explanation, we can state that the random forest model

has learned also wrong associations. In real-word applications, we do not known the

true explanation and so the comparison is not so simple. In these cases, the evalua-

tion of the explanations provided has to be guided by domain experts. Explanations
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of single prediction can help not only in the choice of the best classifier but also for

understanding what are the wrong associations and try to fix them [21, 88].

Figure 6.8: Comparison of two explanations for the chess data set. On the left, there
is the explanation of the prediction of the artificial neural network (NN), on the right
of the random forest (RF). The NN correctly recognizes as relevant the features’ values
of D X and D Y , where the non-equal importance is due to non-equal frequency of
the attributes’ values. The random forest classifier instead considers, incorrectly, as
important also the value of the random feature D R1, with a negative influence.

6.2 Experiments on data sets from the UCI ma-

chine learning repository

In this section, we applied our explanation method to data sets available in the UCI

machine learning repository, in particular the zoo and the adult data sets [63]. We

choose to experiments our method and to show the explanations for the prediction

of these data sets because they are well-known and there is no need of an advanced

domain knowledge for their comprehension. In real-world applications, the validation

of the provided explanations is difficult, since we do not have the “true explanation”,

that is the true relationship between attributes and class values. In these cases, the

associations highlighted by the explanations have to be analyzed by domain experts

that have to validate them or not based on their prior knowledge. As an example,

the authors Kononeko et al. applied their explanation method to a real-life oncology
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data set [108]. They provided the explanations for predictions of a random forest

model to oncologists that had to confirm whether the explanations reflect their medi-

cal knowledge or not [108]. Our experiments instead are based on data sets for which

non prior experience for their comprehension is required and so they are suitable to

be presented as examples to all kind of users. The examples of explanations presented

have the aim of underlining the importance of prediction interpretability. As already

discussed in section 2.2, different concepts are strictly related to interpretability as

trust, debugging and fairness. For trusting a prediction, users have firstly to under-

stand why this particular decision is made. Only if they are able to comprehend the

relationship between features and class prediction, they can decide whether to trust

this prediction or not, based on their prior knowledge [88]. Interpretable prediction

explanations allows also the debugging of models: explanations can show that a model

has learned the wrong associations and experts can try to fix the model in order to im-

prove the classifier [20, 88]. Finally, explanations can reveal discriminatory decisions.

The data used for training the classification models are inherently unfair since data

are collected from society, that is unequal and discriminatory and consequently also

the models [37, 64]. Predictions’ explanations can shows if the decisions are based

on sensitive data, such as race or ethnic origin, political opinion or sexual orientation

[41]. Only if these possible discriminatory factors are known is possible to manage

the potential discriminatory effects in order to obtain fair classifiers.

Furthermore, the examples proposed highlight the power of our explanation

method: the possibility to be applied for explaining the predictions of any classifier.

This allows an easy comparison between different models and so a more weighted

decision of which is the best one, based not only on accuracy metrics but also on

what the models have learned.

In the following part of the sections, the UCI data sets chosen are briefly described

and then the explanations for some of their instances, predicted by different classifiers,

are shown.

6.2.1 Zoo data set

The Zoo data set consists on 101 animals from a zoo. There are 16 boolean-value

attributes and one meta attribute that is the animal name, unique for each instance

[63]. The class attribute, referred with the name “type”, can assume 7 possible values:

Mammal, Bird, Reptile, Fish, Amphibian, Insect and Invertebrate. The purpose

is to classify the animals, based on their characteristics. We use this data set for
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training different classifiers, as Multilayer Perceptron (NN), Random Forest, Naive

Bayes and also classification trees. Classification tree classifiers are known for being

interpretable, as already discussed in section 3.1, even if users can have problems

in the understanding of classification tree graphs if they are too complex. In this

case however, we do not have this issue because the zoo classification problem is very

simple and the classification tree graph can be easily comprehended. We provide also

explanations of predictions made by the classification tree classifier because they can

be easily compared with the true explanation provided by the graph. The explanation

of a classification tree prediction in fact should report as important the attributes’

values that are in the path from the root to the leaf, that represents a classification

decision rule. Comparing the explanation provided by our method and the “true

explanation” based on the classification path, we can validate our explanation method,

at least when applied for decision tree classifiers.

The experiments presented aim at explaining the prediction of new instance but

also at understanding what the model has learned for an instance that was present in

the training set. The first target is the common one: given a new instance, not present

in the training set, the model f has to classify it and we want also to understand why

the model f has made that particular decision. However, it could also be interesting,

given an instance of the training set, to understand what the model f has learned

from it, what it considers important.

For the first purpose, suppose that we want to obtain the class of a new instance,

that represents the characteristic of a zebra. Based on our prior knowledge, we know

that the zebra instance should be classified as “mammal”.

In figure 6.9, the explanations for the zebra prediction for the artificial neural

network (NN) and the random forest classifier (RF) are presented. The explanation

are computed with respect to the target class “mammal”. Both the models assigns

correctly the instance to the class “mammal”. The two classifier both consider im-

portant that the animal produces milk, is haired and do not lay eggs. In particular

the random forest classifier assigns lot importance also to “toothed=1” and so that it

has a set of teeth.
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Figure 6.9: Two explanation of the instance zebra, not in the training set, from the zoo
data set, computed with respect to the class “mammal”. On the left, the prediction of
the artificial neural network decision is explained, on the right the one of the random
forest classifier.

Figure 6.10: On the left, there is the explanation provided by our method for the

prediction of the zebra instance made by the decision tree classifier. On the right, there

is the true explanation, the path of the decision tree that determines the prediction.

In figure 6.10, the comparison between explanation of the classification tree deci-

sion for the zebra instance and the true one is presented. On the left, the explanation

assigns as determinant for the prediction only the pair attribute-value milk=1. On

the right, the relevant part of the classification tree for this particular prediction:
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if the attribute assumes value 1, the instance is classified with the class mammal.

The explanation provided by our method is coherent with the true one, provided by

the decision tree itself. Comparing the explanation with our prior knowledge, we

can say that also the simple decision tree model is able to capture the distinguishing

characteristic of mammals, that is that females of all mammal species nourish their

young with milk. The other too models, the NN and the RF, capture this too, but

they also recognize other characteristics. It has also to be noted that, since the zoo

data set is quite limited, being composed of only 101 instances, the construction of

adequate local models is limited too. The local model in this case greatly depends on

the parameter K for selecting the neighbors of the instance that we want to explain.

For the choice of the parameter K we proceed through attempts and heuristics. In

particular, with a too small value, the local model, based on the Live and Let Live

algorithm (L3), is not able to mimic locally the behavior of the model f [9]. If in-

stead we choose a too large value, the local model is not local anymore and it should

reflect how the model f works globally. As already mentioned, this is problematic:

the interpretable model L3 should mimic globally the behavior of the generic model

f, that could be very complex and sophisticated.

Figure 6.11: Two explanation of the instance swallow, not in the training set, from the
zoo data set, computed with respect to the class “bird”. On the left, the prediction
of the artificial neural network decision is explained, on the right the one of the naive
bayes classifier.

In figure 6.11, we present the explanations provide by the NN and the Naive Bayes

classifier (NB) for a new instance, not present in the training set, that describes the
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characteristic of the swallow, that we know it should be classified as a bird. On the

left, the explanation of the NN decision is presented, computed with respect to the

class bird. The NN correctly assigns the instance to the class bird ; determining are

especially the term feathers=1, that is the fact that it is characterized by feathers but

also the term toothed=0, that indicates that it is toothless. Also the NB classifiers

correctly assigns the instance swallow but for different reasons: the great contribu-

tions are given by the term legs=2, followed by tail=1 and milk=0. Comparing this

with our elementary knowledge of animal classification, we can state that these terms

do not seem the real determining characteristics of the class bird. This example shows

how single explanation prediction can help users for selecting the best classifier. The

first classifier seems more able to capture the animals’ typical characteristics. In ad-

diction, explanations allow the understanding of why a particular prediction is made

and so users can decide if trusting it or not. In this example so, we tend to do not

trust the Naive Bayes classifier and to prefer the artificial neural network.

Also for the swallow instance, we present, in figure 6.12, the comparison between

our explanation of the decision tree classifier’s prediction and of the true explanation,

provided by the decision tree itself. The explanation correctly captures the deter-

mining path for the instance, assigning as important only the terms feathers=1 and

milk=0.

As already mentioned, it might be interesting to see what are the explanations

for instances that where used for training the classifier. In this way, it is possible to

understand what the model has learned for those particular instances. The following

explanations are provided for the tortoise instance, present in training set.

The random forest classifier misclassifies the instance tortoise and assigns it to

the class bird instead of the class reptile. In figure 6.13, the explanation of the

random forest prediction is presented with respect to the true class reptile. Even

if the absence of hair (hair=0 ) and the facts that the animal presented has a tail

and it is not aquatic have a positive influence for the class reptile, since they have a

positive contribution, the term toothed=0 has a great negative influence. It means

that this term leads the assignment to another class, not to the reptile one. It is for

this reason interesting to show the explanation of this prediction with respect to the

bird class, the class assigned by the RF, presented in figure 6.14. As it is possible

to notice, the instance is assigned to the class bird indeed for the term toothed=0.

The terms feathers=0 and airborne=0 instead are against the bird class. It can be

explain as follows: the presence of feathers and the capability of an animal of flying

(airborne=1 ) are considered by the random forest model as characteristics of the class
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the explanation provided by our method for the prediction
of the swallow instance made by the decision tree classifier, figure (a), and the true
explanation, the path of the decision tree that determines the prediction, figure (b).

bird. Since in this instance they are not present, they are against the assignment to

the class bird. This example shows how explanations are important for understanding

why classifiers uncorrectly classifies some instance.

The neural network classifier instead correctly classifies the instance tortoise and

its explanation, with respect to the class reptile is shown in figure 6.15. It is interesting

to notice that the terms venomous=0, toothed=0 and predator=0 have a negative

influence. It could be explained in this way: the examples of reptile present in the

training data set are species of snakes that have exactly the characteristic of being

venomous, toothed and predator. The NN has learned these 3 typical features of the

reptile class and so, since these are not present in the tortoise instance, their values

have a negative contribution with respect to the class reptile.
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Figure 6.13: Explanation of the prediction for the tortoise instance made by the
random forest classifier with respect to the reptile class. The RF misclassifies the
instance, assigning it to the bird class. The instance is not assigned to the class
reptile because the term toothed=0 has a great negative influence.

Figure 6.14: Explanation of the prediction for the tortoise instance made by the

random forest classifier with respect to the bird class. The RF misclassifies the

instance, assigning it to the bird class because the term toothed=0 has a great positive

contribution.
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Figure 6.15: Explanation of the prediction for the tortoise instance made by the
artificial neural network with respect to the reptile class.

Figure 6.16: Explanation of the prediction for the ladybird instance made by the
artificial neural network with respect to the insect class.
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Figure 6.17: Explanation of the prediction for the ladybird instance made by the
artificial neural network with respect to the insect class.

As last example from the zoo data set, we can show the explanation for an instance

belonging to the insect class, the ladybird one. The instance is correctly assigned to

the class insect both by the NN and by the NB classifiers and their explanation

are presented in figure 6.16 and 6.17 respectively. They both consider as terms that

contribute the most, positively, to the assignment to the class insect the number of legs

equal to 6, the absence of tail, their flying capability (airborne=1 ). In addiction, the

absence of backbone (backbone=0 ) for artificial neural network prediction is relevant

for the bird class. The NN considers with a negative influence the term hair=0 and at

first glance it could be seen as a wrong association. Inspecting the training data set

is instead possible to justify it. In the data set in fact, many of the insects present are

haired, as the honeybee, the wasp and the moth. The NN has so learned that insects

have often this characteristic. Since this is not present in the ladybird instance, the

explanation assigns a negative contribution to the value 0 of the attribute hair.

6.2.2 Adult data set

The adult data set was extracted from the 1994 Census bureau database by Barry

Becker and contains individuals annual income from various factors [63]. It is com-

posed by 14 attributes, that describe the personal individual information as the ed-
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ucation level, age, gender, occupation, relationship and gain. The class attribute is

the annual income and it can assume two possible values: <=50K and >50K. The

aim is to predict if a person makes over 50K a year or not, based on his personal

information.

The 14 attributes are both categorical and continuous. In our explanation

method, the contributions are computed considering all the possible values that an

attribute can assume. For this reason, we first have to discretize them. As already

mentioned, the discretization affected not only the classification models based on the

discretized data but also the prediction explanation and so we should pay attention

on this phase. The data set has also missing values; since not all machine learning

algorithms are able to deal with them, we decide to remove the corresponding

instances since our data set is large enough, but we could have used other techniques

as imputation. We apply our explanation method for explaining the prediction of the

following models: Naive Bayes, Random Forest, decision trees, multilayer perceptron.

So we proceed as previously described: for explaining a particular prediction x of a

generic model f, we firstly generate its K neighbors and then we train a local model

that has to capture the behavior of f in the locality of x. We use the local model for

approximating the computation of the attribute values contributions, since it should

returns only the relevant pairs of attribute-value for that particular prediction.

Suppose that we want to explain the prediction for a particular instance of the test

set, labeled with <=50K :

age=56, workclass=Private, fnlwgt=128696, education=11th, education.num=7,

marital.status=Married-civ-spouse, occupation=Tech-support, relationship=Wife,

race=Black, sex=Female, capital.gain=0, capital.loss=0, hours.per.week=40, native-

country=United-States.

In figure 6.18, the explanation of the decision tree classifier for this instance is

presented. It correctly assigns this new instance to the class <= 50K and it considers

as relevant occupation=Tech-support, relationship=Wife, and race=Black. In this case

we can easily validate the explanation provided by our explanation method comparing

it with the classification tree. It highlights the following decision rule:

if relationship=Wife && occupation=Tech-support && race=Black then

income<= 50K(100.00%)

So we can confirm that our explanation follows the true one.

We do not report the relevant part of the classification tree in a graphical rep-

resentation because the tree is too large and complex that its representation is not
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Figure 6.18: Explanation of the prediction for a particular instance from the adult
data set of the decision tree model with respect to the <= 50K class. Only the
features values with non-null contribution are reported for clarity reasons.

suitable to be presented in a single image. As already mentioned in the section 3.1,

even if classification trees are considered interpretable, in real applications they could

be so large and complex that it could be difficult for us as humans to understand

them as a whole [40, 71]. In cases like these, representing why a single prediction is

made instead of all the internal working process of the model can allow users to really

understanding the problem.

In addiction, this example shows that decisions can be taken also based on sensitive

data as race. This sustains the concerns of many researches of the potential negative

consequences of applying machine learning algorithms in fields as finance, public

health and safety [10, 31, 60]. The problem is that machine learning models can take

discriminatory decisions, based on sensitive data as racial or ethnic origin, sexual

orientation, religious beliefs [41, 76]. Unfair models can greatly affect people’s lives:

from the denial of a loan granting, to the news or the job application are shown

to them [18, 64]. Models are often inherently discriminatory since they are based on

unfair data. Data in fact are collected from the society that is discriminatory, unequal

and prejudiced [10, 41]. Only if we understand why a particular decision is made, we

can realize if it is based on sensitive data or not and in the first case try to turn an

unfair model into a fair one.

In figure 6.19, the explanation of the same instance but predicted by the ran-

dom forest classifier is shown. The classifier assigns correctly the instance to the

class <=50K but the greatest contribution is given by the low education level
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Figure 6.19: Explanation of the prediction for a particular instance from the adult
data set of the random forest model with respect to the <= 50K class. Only the
features values with non-null contribution are reported for clarity reasons.

D education<6). The terms relationship=Wife and race=Back are considered

relevant but they contribute less to the prediction.

As a new example, from the test data set we chose at random a new instance

labeled with > 50K. In figure 6.20, the explanation for the random forest prediction

is reported and its representation is built with respect to the class > 50K. The

bars on the right, with positive contribution, influence positively the prediction with

respect to the class > 50K, while the bars on the left have a negative influence and

so lead to the class <= 50K. The explanation shows that the instance is assigned

to the class > 50K mainly because the high education level, D education > 11 and

education=master, and for being a husband, and so male and married. Comparing

this explanation with the explanation of the other instance in figure 6.19 we can notice

that the level of education, represented by the term D education, is considered by the

random forest model as a distinguishing attribute. So, through single explanations

we can have insights on the determining attributes for the model as a whole.

In figure 6.21, the explanation of the same instance is presented but predicted by

the artificial neural network. The education and the marital status are still considered

determinants but the prediction is also greatly positively influenced by the occupation.

The young age instead D age < 41.3K is instead seen by the NN as a factor that

lead to a lower income, <= 50K.
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Figure 6.20: Explanation of the prediction for a particular instance from the adult
data set of the random forest model with respect to the > 50K class. Only the
features values with a contribution greater than 0.01 are reported for clarity reasons.

Figure 6.21: Explanation of the prediction for a particular instance from the adult
data set of the artificial neural network model with respect to the > 50K class.
Only the features values with a contribution greater than 0.01 are reported for clarity
reasons.
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Figure 6.22: Explanation of the prediction for a particular instance from the adult
data set of the classification tree model with respect to the > 50K class. Only the
features values with non-null contribution are reported for clarity reasons.

Finally, the explanation in figure 6.22 shows why the decision tree classifier assigns

the instance to the class<= 50K. We can validate the explanation provided by our

method comparing it with the true explanation, provided by the decision tree itself:

if relationship=Husband && education=Masters &&

D hours-per-week=[33.667-66.334) then income> 50K(79.97%)

Our explanation highlights as important exactly the items that are in this rule and

so we can validate it.

All these experiments show that providing explanations of single prediction in a

uniform way can allow an easy comparison between different models. The representa-

tions’ homogeneity is made possible by the characteristic of our explanation method

of being model-agnostic, that is, that is applicable for explaining the prediction of

any classifier f, without having to make any assumptions about f [88]. The restriction

is only that the model f has to provide the class membership probabilities but, as

already discussed in section 5.1, if f is not naturally a probabilistic classifiers we can

use probability calibration methods in order to obtain them. Through an explanation,

we can understand not what the model has learned a particular instance. Through

significant explanations instead we can try to investigate what the model has learned

and so they can give insights on the model behavior [88]. Comparing the explanations

from different classifiers can help experts in the choice of the best classifier, because

they can choose based not only on accuracy metrics but also on the understanding of

how the models work.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Machine learning algorithms are nowadays applied in every field, such as medicine,

finance and marketing. Understanding why a machine learning model has made

a particular prediction is becoming increasingly urgent since it could greatly affect

people’s lives. Especially for high risk tasks, interpretability is considered at least as

important as the accuracy metrics [21]. The problem is that most of the machine

learning models adopted are accurate but hardly interpretable. Moreover, in case

of critical applications, less performing but more comprehensible models are often

preferred [21]. For these reasons, many algorithms have been developed for improving

the interpretability of already existing hardly-interpretable models. Some of these

algorithms have been analyzed in this thesis.

A novel explanation method for explaining individual predictions of any classi-

fier has been proposed. The solution is model agnostic, so it is independent of the

type of classifier. The idea is to observe how the prediction changes if one or more

attributes are changed at the time. The greater is the change, the more important

these attributes are in determining the class. The work of Kononenko et al. has been

the inspiring source for the presented method [90, 108]. Their solution is affected

by the exponential time complexity due to the computation of the power set for the

evaluation of features’ contributions. Our method overcome this problem, learning a

local model on the locality of the instance that we want to explain. The local model

highlights only the attributes’ values that are relevant for that particular prediction.

In this way, only these important subsets of features’ values are considered, instead of

the complete power set. This allows us to overcome the exponential time complexity.

Our solutions, being model agnostic, has great advantages. Accuracy and inter-

pretability represents a trade-off [40]: often, the greater is the accuracy, the lower
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the model is understandable. In real-world applications, the choice of which is the

preferred metric could be difficult. Users need at the same time high performing mod-

els and to understand why particular decisions are made. Our explanation method

allows to consider the model’s accuracy and its interpretability distinctly. Being

model-agnostic, it treats the model without making any assumptions about it and

it provides what are the features’ values that influence the predictions most. In this

way, it is possible to comprehend the local behavior of the model beyond its intrinsic

interpretability. Accuracy and interpretability can no longer be considered as a trade-

off. This allows also a more weighted choice of which is the best classifier to apply.

The explanations of single predictions of different classifiers can be investigated by

domain experts. They can validate them or not by comparing them with their prior

domain knowledge. For those models whose explanations are consistent, it can be

selected the type of model with highest accuracy [14]. Finally, the proposed model-

agnostic approach allows also an easy comparison between models. The explanations

of single predictions provided by our method are in fact presented in a uniform way

for any classification models. In this way, the predictions of the same instance, that

are made by different classifiers, can be explained and compared. Each explanation

highlights what are the important factors that determine that particular prediction,

for that particular classifier. It is then possible to inspect what the different models

have learned, comparing the explanations.

7.1 Future Work

The proposed explanation method is based on studying the local properties of a

generic model with the aim of explaining its predictions. The local model is partic-

ularly effective and it is able to properly capture the behavior of the global model

f in the locality of the instance to explain when the model is particularly complex

and heterogeneous. As already mentioned, real-world data sets are not adequate to

be used for introductive experiments, as the ones presented in the previous chapter.

The point is that for comprehending the explanations of real-world data sets it is

required also the presence of domain experts, that are able to validate or not the

explanations. In our future work, our explanation method will be applied also for

real world applications, with the assistance of domain experts. In addiction, using a

local model for capturing the local behavior allows to explain the predictions also of

Big Data models. In Big Data applications, data are so complex and heterogeneous
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that a global model could be difficult to obtain. Our intention is so to experiment

our method also in a Big Data context.
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